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Abstract

Tissue engineering is a broad field geared toward improving or replacing
biological material and comprises an immense collection of biological nuances to
consider before strategies for clinical applications can be fully realized. Physical and
biochemical signals are responsible for making up a cell’s microenvironment to guide
morphology and function through cell-extracellular matrix signaling, cell-cell signaling,
and soluble signaling. In particular, a deeper understanding of these cell-extra cellular
matrix factors guiding stem cell adhesion, spreading, and differentiation is crucial to
harnessing the potential to develop tissue for regenerative purposes. Mounting evidence
suggests that physical cues are a key to understanding the potential of stem cells and
significant efforts have been made to begin to parse the effects of cell-matrix interactions,
yet little is known about the interplay in guiding cell signaling. The work presented here
focuses on utilizing novel methods and materials to deconstruct individual cell-matrix
interactions and gain a deeper understanding of the cooperative signaling behaviors for
mesenchymal and embryonic stem cells.
Micropatterning studies utilizing dip pen nanolithography showed that physical
signals in the microenvironment are vital to regulating mesenchymal stem cell adhesion.
Matrix elasticity, ligand density, and adhesion topography were individually altered to
observe single cell adhesion and spreading with matrix elasticity proving to regulate the
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adhesion and spreading of the cells. Photolithography based studies detailing cell
spreading and matrix elasticity showed that when confining single cells into different
geometric shapes and sizes on a matrix of tunable elasticity, cell shape and size
ultimately became responsible for stem cell lineage commitment over matrix elasticity.
Signaling pathway inhibition experiments utilizing nocodazole and Y-27632 suggested
that RhoA is a key regulator of cell response to the cooperative effect of these tunable
substrate variables. Embryonic stem cells were then micropatterned on novel UV/ozone
modified polystyrene to detail and observe the physical effects on single embryonic stem
cells. Micropatterned cells were able to be cultured for up to 48 hours on patterns while
forming stress fibers and focal adhesions similar to somatic cells, thereby demonstrating
their responsiveness to extracellular matrix cues while maintaining expression of
pluripotency transcription factor Oct4. The results from this work validate the immense
importance of physical signaling and the effects on mesenchymal and embryonic stem
cells. By understanding the effects of physical signaling in conjunction with biochemical
signaling in controlling cell spreading and lineage commitment, tissue engineering is able
to draw one step closer to potential applications for repairing and replacing biological
function.
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CHAPTER 1: Tissue Engineering
1.1 Introduction
Transplantation of organs such as hearts, livers, or even bone is a key and
necessary therapy for otherwise inoperable illnesses and has come to the forefront of
medicine in recent years [1-4]. However, the need for transplant donors far exceeds the
supply with many potential transplant candidates dying while waiting for a donor each
year [5-7]. In seeking to correct this dire need for transplant donors, researchers have
begun looking at alternative measures and solutions to the problem, including tissue
engineering. Tissue engineering is a diverse field encompassing the study of cells,
engineered biomaterials, and biochemical factors to enhance or replace natural biological
functions. The ultimate goal of these engineering principles is to develop fully functional
tissue for implantation into the donor utilizing the donor’s own cells, thus reducing the
chance of immunorejection in the patient [8, 9].
Tissue engineering is a broad concept that seeks to integrate cells into an
engineered synthetic scaffold to provide the framework for which these cells can
proliferate and develop into the desired tissue aided by the use of biochemical factors in
the scaffold as seen in Figure 1.1 [1, 5, 10-13]. A scaffold is able to provide the initial
structure and adhesion points for cells until a suitable ECM has been deposited, at which
point the scaffold is degraded or metabolized. Among the many advantages to using an
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Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of growth factor delivery, cell transplantation, and microscale patterning strategies to induce tissue
growth in porous biomaterials for tissue engineering applications.

engineered, degradable scaffold are the elimination of disease transmission, a greatly
reduced risk of infection, fewer surgical procedures, and the wide availability of synthetic
polymers to create scaffolds. Synthetic scaffolds have rigorous requirements with the first
and foremost being the ability to be shaped into the appropriate structure for
implantation. Other substantial factors to consider when designing material include its
biocompatibility, ability to host biological function long term, and degradation properties.
The engineering of scaffolds along with the combination of cells and biochemical factors
are key elements to fully realizing the potential for clinical applications of tissue
engineering.
In particular, the ability to engineer anatomically correct portions of functional
human tissue for critically sized defects stemming from incidents such as cancer
resections or trauma is of the utmost importance [14]. In dealing with engineered bone
scaffolds in particular, the ability of the cellular source to secrete the correct tissuespecific proteins onto this mechanically apt scaffold and subsequent degradation of the
scaffold is paramount to a functional tissue [15-17]. The secretion of proteins from cells
in combination with scaffold properties is a key factor shown to greatly influence cell
function and phenotype [18-20]. This has also delved into its own wide-ranging field to
study the effects of ECM factors on regulating the morphology and function of the cell,
and thus tissue depending on the makeup of this cell microenvironment.

1.2 Cell-extra Cellular Matrix Physiology
The ECM in tissue is composed of large amounts of biochemically differing
components such as proteins, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and polysaccharides with
vastly different physical and biochemical properties [21, 22]. For instance, the protein
3

composition of a 3D gel matrix affects the ligand density, matrix stiffness, and pore size
of the tissue under surveillance and will greatly affect the migration, adhesion, and
differentiation of the cells [23-26]. Cell-ECM and cell-cell signaling is governed by
transmembrane proteins, mostly integrins, but also cadherins, cell adhesion molecules,
and selectins, that are able to link the cell to the proteins of the ECM and other cells [27,
28].
Generally the physical properties of the ECM refer to its rigidity (elasticity),
porosity, insolubility, spatial arrangement, and orientation (topography) to determine
specific properties and its role as a scaffold to support a tissue. These traits in the ECM
can ultimately play a positive or negative role in cell adhesion and migration by acting as
an anchorage point or barrier for cell movement. Cell migration in 3D environments
during tumor formation [29, 30], immune response [31, 32], and tissue repair [33, 34]
have large deformations of cells during penetration of interstitial tissues where the pore
size varies from a few microns to hundreds of microns, and also include remodeling of
the ECM in terms of matrix stiffness and topography [35-37]. Cells are able to use these
signals from the ECM to reorganize the cytoskeletal network in a “real time” fashion
while the ECM is being modified during adhesion and migration.
There are thought to be two regimes of ECM sensing from cells which include
“outside-in” sensing that involves the cell responding to a force exerted upon it like shear
stress, and “inside-out” sensing where the internal forces of the cells sense and measure
ECM properties such as elasticity, topography, and ligand density through the focal
adhesions, cytoskeleton, and integrins [38]. These factors combine to tell us the ECM
plays a crucial role in cell adhesion, migration, and differentiation in cells while the
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interplay between cells and ECM cues are highly intertwined and vital to cell function.

1.3 Physical Microenvironment Signaling
Tissue is fundamentally different across the many ECM microenvironments and
plays a pivotal role in cell signaling [39-42]. The ECM microenvironment can be as
varied and diverse as brain, fat, or bone progenitor cells, which influence cell dynamics
in a number of ways. Cells are able to sense these topographical and physical forces
through cell-matrix adhesion molecules called integrin receptors [43-45]. These
differences in microenvironmental signals lead to conflicting signals with limited studies
shown interpreting the dynamics of multiple cues and the cooperative effects on each
other. Thus, it appears that microenvironments are an important piece of stem cell lineage
specification, but it has shown difficult to adequately control and decouple conflicting
signals.
Cells are constantly exposed to mechanical stimuli in the body from a variety of
sources including muscle forces, blood flow, and gravity among many other factors [4650]. Even as early as the early 1900s, scientists were able to determine the mechanical
environment is highly influential to embryonic development. Historic tests were able to
show that cultured chick rudiments under static compression following displacement of
the periosteum and perichondrium resulted in cartilaginous tissue formation but tensile
stresses led to bone formation [51]. To take these mechanical experiments further, ECM
topography has shown to be a major factor in cellular organization and past work has
shown that size and geometry of available surface area alter cell shape, traction forces,
and spreading [19, 52-59]. The cell morphology is crucial in determining final stem cell
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lineage as cell shape has been previously shown to be rounded for adipocytes [60, 61]
and polygonal in the case of osteoblasts [62, 63]. Micropatterning of proteins has
become a useful tool in studying the mechanisms of cell shape by precisely controlling
areas available for cell attachment and migration. In single cell studies, smaller ECM
islands cells generally take on a rounded morphology where the cell is constricted in its
placement, but larger islands with less or no constriction are able to flatten and spread
similar to 2D cultures [53]. With this approach in mind, it has enabled groups to
differentiate hMSCs to adipogenic and osteoblastic phenotype by controlling cell
placement and spreading [19]. This recent study was able to microcontact print 10,000
µm2 versus 1,024 µm2 protein areas and observed single cell spreading directly led to
osteoblast differentiation on 10,000 µm2 spots as opposed to adipogenic differentiation
on 1,024 µm2 spots showing cell spreading and shape have a direct influence on stem cell
fate.
It has also been shown that ECM elasticity has the ability to drastically influence
cell processes such as cell morphology, traction force exerted on substrate, cell motility,
and differentiation [18, 20, 64-69].

Varying the matrix elasticity for previously

differentiated adult somatic cells has been shown to alter the existing cytoskeletal
organization as well as the focal adhesion structure [41, 70-72]. By varying matrix
elasticity on previously differentiated cells the traction force the cell exerts is altered, and
the cell is able to decipher these new biophysical programming cues. A recent study was
able to utilize polyacrylamide gels to mimic tissue elasticity from 1 kPa up to 40 kPa to
differentiate stem cells into distinct lineages by solely altering ECM elasticity [18]. This
difference in matrix elasticity was shown to directly control hMSC differentiation into a
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variety of lineages including neural, myogenic, and osteogenic and can potentially play a
significant role for the development of scaffolds in tissue engineering [18].
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CHAPTER 2: Stem Cell Sources for Tissue Engineering Applications
2.1 Introduction
A key component to regenerative therapies and tissue engineering is cells to
generate or repair tissue. Tissue engineering in the original sense called for the usage of
organ-specific cells for use in seeding a scaffold ex-vivo. In modern tissue engineering,
stem cells have become popular as they have the ability to perpetuate themselves through
self-renewal while also retaining the ability to differentiate into tissue specific cells [5,
73-79]. In utilizing stem cells for tissue engineering, it provides the opportunity to guide
differentiation of cells on scaffolds into specific 3D tissues [80]. This strategy is superior
to using differentiated cells alone for a multitude of reasons including the ease of
culturing large numbers of stem cells for depositing on scaffolds and the potential ability
to create a fully functional tissue with multiple cell types. These cells hold incredible
promise to being able to fully recreate any tissue in the body with the right combination
of scaffold and microenvironmental factors.
Stem cells hold different potential for creating all of the cell types in the body
depending on cell age and site of extraction. Pluripotent stem cells are capable of
differentiating to all types of cells in the body, multipotent cells are capable of
differentiating to a few cell types, and unipotent cells are terminally differented cells.
These cells can come from a variety of sources including adult tissue and an embryo.
Embryonic stem cells are pluripotent cells derived from the inner cell mass of a
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blastocyst, which is an early stage embryo. Adult stem cells are found in tissue in the
body after development and replenish themselves by cell division to maintain stem cells
in the body as well as regenerate wounded tissue. Induced pluripotent stem cells are adult
somatic cells that are induced into a pluripotent state by reprogramming certain genes to
make the cell capable of differentiating to all types of cells. iPSCs are similar to ESCs but
the exact relationship is still being investigated.

2.2 Adult Stem Cells
Adult stem cells such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells
that can differentiate into connective tissue such as bone, fat, and cartilage [76] as seen in
Figure 2.1 with MSCs differentiated to a mixed population of osteoblasts and adipocytes.
MSCs are found in adult bone marrow and are generally characterized by a small cell
body with long processes as shown in Figure 2.2. Adult tissue contains populations of
stem cells for renewal of tissue after trauma, disease, or aging and may be found in the
tissue or in other tissue that serves as a stem cell “pool” [81-86]. MSCs are generally
characterized by their ability to differentiate into osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and
adipocytes as well as the

expression of CD73, CD90, and CD105 while lacking

expression of CD11b, CD14, CD19, CD34, CD45, CD79a, and HLA-DR surface markers
[87].
In a recent study, MSCs have also been shown to possess the ability to
differentiate into endothelial cells in vitro and these endothelial cells were observed to
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Figure 2.1: Mesenchymal stem cells cultured for 14 days in a 50:50 mixture of adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation medium. Oil
Red O staining (red) for adipogenic differentiation and alkaline phosphatase staining (purple) for osteoblast differentiation. Scale bar
is 200 µm.

Figure 2.2: Adult stem cells are capable of differentiating to several lineages.
Mesenchymal stem cells shown here are extracted from bone marrow and have a small
cell body with long processes. (A) MSCs stained for DAPI (blue) and vinculin (green) to
show focal adhesion structure. (B) MSCs stained for DAPI (blue) and F-Actin (red) to
show cytoskeletal structure. (C) Merged image. Scale bars are 200 µm
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then organize into capillary-like structures [88]. This demonstrates the potential to use
MSCs for inducing angiogenesis in tissue grown on scaffolds as well as connective
tissue. Furthermore, MSCs seeded onto scaffolds containing angiogenic and osteogenic
growth factors can form new blood vessels and bone in a manner similar to bone
development in an embryo, and this can further be enhanced by co-culturing of MSCs
with endothelial cells on scaffolds [89]. These studies demonstrate the importance of
building vascular architecture in conjunction with forming new tissue when using stem
cells for engineering [90].
MSCs have also become very crucial in patterning studies to help understand and
delineate ECM factors regulating stem cell fate and function. A key study showed that by
micro contact printing islands of fibronectin they could control MSC lineage
commitment. This study showed MSCs on small 1,024 µm2 islands cells displayed
adipogenic differentiation while on 10,000 µm2 islands cells displayed osteogenic
differentiation and was regulated strictly by switching the mechanical environment
influencing cell shape and RhoA activity [19]. These studies further show the untapped
potential of MSCs in tissue engineering in addition to the ease of culture and limited
restrictions placed on them for use in therapies.

2.3 Embryonic Stem Cells
Embryonic stem cells are pluripotent cells with the ability to differentiate into all
of the three germ layers [78, 91-94]. ESCs are derived from the inner cell mass of a
blastocyst, which is an early stage embryo [79, 95, 96]. The two distinctive properties of
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ESCs are the ability to self-renew indefinitely and their pluripotency. Since ESCs are
capable of renewing themselves perpetually, sources for these cell lines are generally preexisting lines for researchers due to government limitations. Other sources include spare
embryos from fertility clinics as well as custom made embryos from somatic cell nuclear
transfer [97].
Studies have shown ESCs to be an incredibly versatile cell capable of
differentiation into vascular endothelial cells (ESC-EC) in embryoid bodies [98] and 2D
culture conditions [99], osteogenic cells [100], adipose cells [101], and cardiomyocytes
[102] among the rest of the cells in the body. These studies show the incredible potential
to implant ESCs into scaffolds while using growth factors and other stimuli to direct
differentiation into cells that compose the tissue itself as well as the blood vessels
required to vascularize the newly formed tissue. To fully understand the potential of
ESCs, studies will need to be completed on controlling differentiation while parsing out
the ECM cues necessary to stem cell fate. To begin to address this interplay, recent
advances have made embryonic stem cells (ESCs) culture possible in single cells as well
as the traditional colony methods as seen in Figure 2.3 [103-105].
Preliminary studies have begun to utilize single cell culture techniques to show
individual ESC characteristics by micropatterning restrictive cell attachment points for
colonies and single cells [106, 107]. Although. it has proven exceedingly difficult to
adequately characterize ESCs as single cells for long periods of time due to apoptosis
without the presence of cell-cell contact. A recent study aimed to differentiate ESCs into
pancreatic cells by patterning them into differing colony sizes to achieve optimum
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Figure 2.2: Top images showing H9 embryonic stem cell colonies with brightfield image, pluripotency marker Oct4 with
DAPI, and merged image showing cytoskeletal marker F-actin, DAPI, and OCT4 (right to left). Bottom images showing
single cell culture of embryonic stem cells with brightfield image, pluripotency marker Oct4 with DAPI, and merged image
showing cytoskeletal marker F-actin, DAPI, and OCT4 (right to left).

nutrient and oxygen levels [107]. The study controlled colony size on glass cover slips by
patterning laminin in circular patches of 120 µm diameter. This was able to control ESCs
to express PDX1 and NKX6 factors to efficiently produce pancreatic endocrine
precursors in vitro.
However, even as ESCs are able to differentiate to any cell type in the body,
ethical and medical concerns have arisen from their use. Unless the transplantation is
autologous, the patient receiving the transplanted cells will contain different genetic
information, so the risk of immunorejection remains high. There is also the potential for
teratoma formation after transplantation and the risks remain high with limited
knowledge of the mechanisms of ESCs in vivo.

2.4 Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
Induced pluripotent stem cells, like ESCs, are pluripotent cells created by
reprogramming adult somatic cells to return to the potential to differentiate into any of
the three germ layers [108-110]. This was first accomplished by inducing forced
expression of the transcription factors Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and lin28 through a lentiviral
system [110]. Further studies have shown that the key genes to inducing pluripotency are
Oct-3/4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc while the others are extra or unnecessary for
pluripotency [111]. With the ability to regain pluripotency in adult cells, researchers are
presented with attractive options for engineering complete tissues from easily found cell
sources such as dermal cells.
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In a recent study, human induced pluripotent stem cells were differentiated into
endothelial cells and then injected into immunodeficient mice with ischemic limbs. The
amount of capillaries increased by 60% and perfusion improved by 30% demonstrating
the potential to introduce iPSCs to scaffolds lacking vasculature in order to form blood
vessels [112, 113]. Another recent study used iPSC derived fetal liver kinase-1 positive
cells and transplanted them into mice with ischemic hind legs, increasing blood flow by
inducing angiogenesis and the expression of VEGF [114]. iPSCs have also demonstrated
the ability to differentiate into cardiac cells, smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells
when directly injected into the limb of a mouse containing few blood vessels [115].
These breakthroughs are establishing new techniques in using iPSCs to generate blood
vessels in scaffolds for a variety of tissue engineering applications. iPS cells have also
recently begun to be used in micropatterning techniques to characterize cell-ECM
interactions as well [47, 116]. A recent study used elastomeric membranes to control cell
position by plasma polymerization of allylamine on PDMS. Airbrushing techniques were
used to deposit the ECM protein such as matrigel and fibronectin with resolution up to
micron scale precision.
Although iPSCs are extremely promising to scientists because they contain
identical genetic information as the patient, concerns about viral reprogramming methods
must be addressed to avoid the risk of tumor formation and introducing vector DNA into
the host. Other concerns include the fact that iPS proliferation rates are lower than ESC
rates and cell death is higher when cells are differentiated in vitro.
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CHAPTER 3: Microscale Technologies
3.1 Introduction
Cellular interactions with the ECM are generally a function of mechanical,
chemical, and topographical properties of the environment. The ECM is generally
regarded as the insoluble proteins that exist in tissues. Tissues are composed of multiple
cell types with differing ECM components secreted for the specific function of the tissue
that regulates cell behavior. Endothelial cells in particular are known for their migratory
ability and are constantly restructuring and renewing the ECM by synthesis of new ECM
proteins through interactions with the microenvironment. By altering the ECM physical
properties, cell behavior can be controlled through a variety of means such as cell-cell
contact, cell morphology, and cell orientation [117-119].
Surface roughness is one of the key ECM characteristics that have an important
effect on the adhesion, proliferation, and migratory ability of the cells [120]. As an
example, it has been shown that cells can sense the nanoscale surface grooves and are
able to adhere and adapt to the geometry of the structure [121]. Recent reports utilizing
control of topography by spatial patterning of the ECM have demonstrated that
endothelial cells can be organized into tubes with lumens within 24-48 hours of seeding.
In this example, collagen gels were micromolded into tubular structures up to 1 cm in
length and could be controlled by varying collagen concentration and tube widths [122].
Other studies have further delved into regulating cell positioning by controlling
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angiogenesis through polarizing micropatterns, varying ligand density and size of
micropatterns, as well as presenting conflicting cues to direct cell behavior [123-125].
This area of research has shown to be promising in hopes of recreating and mimicking
the native in vivo environment and show the importance of surface topography in
regulation of cell-ECM interactions.
While different ECM models can clearly have differing chemical characteristics
and alter cellular behavior, the mechanical make up of these microenvironments differ
with varying composition [126] and chemical bonds [127, 128]. In the design of ECM
microenvironments, the mechanical properties need to be engineered to withstand cell
contractile forces [65, 129]. Cellular behavior has previously been shown to be heavily
influenced by ECM stiffness in vitro [3, 18, 20] with cells showing reduced spreading
and organization of the cytoskeleton on soft substrates [72]. As a result of the lower
cytoskeletal tension, cells tend to show less migratory ability. In contrast, on stiffer
substrates, cells show the ability to spread and migrate throughout the scaffold.
Interestingly, ECs show a distinct change in spreading at 3 kPa stiffness where actin
stress fibers begin appearing [130]. This study goes on to demonstrate the morphological
changes that ECs undergo with varied elasticity of polyacrylamide gels on which cells
were rounded at 180 Pa and well spread at 16 kPa. The ability of ECs to form tubular
networks decreases with higher substrate stiffness [127, 131]. A recent report showed the
formation of a network of tubes on compliant substrates (0.2 – 1 kPa) and a monolayer of
ECs on stiffer substrates (10 kPa) [132].
In creating tissue, micro-fabrication of vascular networks for scaffolds is
generally achieved using methods such as photolithography and soft lithography [13, 25,
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122, 133-139]. These methods are all meant to allow oxygen and other nutrients into the
deeper portions of the tissue to be created. Soft lithography can specifically be used for a
variety of microfluidic channel applications. Branched networks replicating vasculature
can be connected to perfusion systems for fluid flow [12] and micro-contact printing can
be used to create microscale features [140] for capillary formation. Microcontact printing
generally uses a binding chemical interaction between gold substrates and thiol
containing moieties to micropattern different molecules [55]. Layer by layer microfluidic
approaches have also been used successfully in generating 3D vascularized tissue
scaffolds [139, 141, 142]. Polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), poly(lactideco-glycolide) (PLGA), and poly(glycerol sebacate) have been used as microfluidics
channels that are then seeded with ECs [133, 143, 144]. These methods have been shown
to be precise techniques to regulate the formation of vascular cells in a preset, methodical
fashion. A recent study was able to use soft lithography techniques to mimic early events
of angiogenesis while using a co-culture of human MSCs and human vein ECs. This was
done by forming non-adherent agarose templates to build tissues with micrometer and
millimeter scale precision and study the mechanical impact of angiogenesis along with
the VEGF expression of these patterned tissues [140].
Microscale technologies are exciting, enabling technologies to study in vitro
characteristics of cell-ECM interactions in tissue engineering. Whether as a tool for
understanding cellular behavior and biology or by altering implantable constructs for
tissue regeneration, these methods are vital for the future. Challenges to in vivo research
remains such as proper scaffold degradation rates, biomaterials, and precise mechanical
properties for implanted tissue. The knowledge gained from these technologies will
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undoubtedly prove invaluable to directing cell fate and incorporating cells into scaffolds
through the joint effort of engineering, medicine, materials, and biology as clinical trials
come to fruition.

3.2 Dip Pen Nanolithography
Dip Pen Nanolithography is a technique to printing proteins or hydrogels that
utilizes an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip to transfer molecules to the substrate.
Generally this technique is used to transfer alkane thiolates to a gold surface, but
advancements have made deposition of molecules to many surfaces possible [145-148].
This technique is a direct contact writing style where the AFM cantilever is used as a pen,
dipped in the material, and put into contact to write on the substrate. Recent advances
with DPN have made it possible to pattern molecules from 50 nm up to 10 µm while
using parallel array tips with up to 55,000 tips per pen. This technique has been utilized
in tissue engineering to deposit proteins and hydrogels in highly specific arrays at
subcellular resolution.
The DPN Nscriptor system by NanoInk was utilized for micropatterning as shown
in Figure 3.1. All micropatterning experiments done with the system were encased in a
glove box to control humidity and temperature. To micropattern thiols, “A” pen tips
containing 1 pen per cantilever and “M” tips containing 12 pens per cantilever were
purchased from Nanoink. The basic patterning process consists of two key steps, the first
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Figure 3.1: NanoInk Nscriptor functionalized AFM system capable of writing inks at subcellular levels onto substrates. This is a fully
integrated hardware and software system optimized for dip pen nanolithography.

of which is the molecular transport from the tip to the substrate of the “ink” to be
deposited and the second being the actual adsorption of the ink to the substrate as shown
in Figure 3.2. This includes a natural water meniscus that forms between the tip and
substrate, but the actual transport of molecules is highly dependent on variables such as
temperature, humidity, writing speed, tip-substrate contact force, and the physiochemical
properties of the ink [56, 146, 149, 150]. To pattern thiols, commonly used 16mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) was patterned onto a gold surface to in which the ink
was adsorbed onto the surface into a self –assembled monolayer shown in Figure 3.3
[151, 152]. This is accomplished with the terminal sulfur ion binding to the gold while
leaving the carboxylic acid end groups to be left free to potentially bind to proteins. Pen
tips were first cleaned in ozone cleaner (Bioforce Nanoscience, Ames, IA) to remove any
materials from cantilever. MHA-coated tips were prepared by dipping tips into MHA
saturated solution for 1 minute and loaded onto DPN for patterning. All writing and
imaging with DPN was done in contact mode at differing frequencies.
DPN is a highly important microscale patterning tool due to the ease of creating
high resolution, tunable printing for the studying of cell-ECM interactions. Studies have
shown DPN capable of depositing thiols and proteins at subcellular levels to facilitate cell
adhesion with high precision and placement as examples are shown in Figure 3.3 of
MHA onto gold [150]. DPN is also capable of writing with liquid hydrogels such as PEG
in its precursor form to form subcellular hydrogel structures. Hydrogel precursor DPN
protocols are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. This ability to write hydrogels gives DPN
the capability of writing varying concentrations of PEG hydrogels for a tunable elastic
matrix attachment point for cells. These studies further go on to utilize DPN to control
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of DPN process. A single DPN tip coated with molecules deposits
the “ink” via a water meniscus onto the surface in a nanopatterned array.
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Figure 3.3: Dip Pen Nanolithography is a scanning probe lithography used to deposit
substances onto a surface through an atomic force microscope tip. Shown here is alkane
thiols printed onto a gold surface. (A)-(C) Triangles, lines, and circles respectively and
(D) “Jabbarzadeh Lab” printed out in alkane thiols. Scale bars are 500 nm.
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physical characteristics of the microenvironment to regulate stem cell behavior as
detailed in Chapter 4.

3.3 UV Lithography using Hydrogels
A common approach to tissue engineering is through the use of photolithography
to create micro-patterned scaffolds using a photomask. A photomask is generally an
opaque plate or transparency sheet that allows light to pass through in specially designed
patterns while restricting light from passing elsewhere [153-157]. Generally polymers
that crosslink when exposed to light, especially UV, are used with photomask technology
due to the ease of crosslinking the features in the design of the mask. Therefore, only
pre-polymer resting below the transparent regions is crosslinked and polymerized through
light exposure. To achieve this method of micro-patterning the components necessary
are a prepolymer, a photomask, and a photoinitiator. The propolymer must be capable of
polymerization by free radicals and the photoinitiator is necessary to facilitate the
reaction quickly while optimally remaining nontoxic to cell function. This has been
successful with a number of hydrogels in tissue engineering including poly(ethylene)
glycol [123, 158-160], methacrylated hyaluronic acid [161-164], and gelatin methacrylate
[165, 166] as seen in Figure 3.4 with micropatterned PEG bound with fluorescent protein.
Detailed methods for this hydrogel micropatterning can be found in Chapter 5.
In a recent study [123], endothelial cells were regulated on functionalized bioactive PEGDA hydrogels by altering the adhesive ligand RGD in differing concentrations
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Figure 3.4: UV lithography can be used to pattern hydrogels by selectively allowing UV light to pass through a photomask
crosslinking only the exposed hydrogel precursor. This schematic shows using UV light to create patterns such as squares, rectangles,
and circles and attaching protein to the hydrogels. Fluorescent BSA was used as a model protein and attached to the hydrogels shown
in green.

and geometries. It was shown that ECs formed cords resembling capillaries on 50 µm
wide strips, but not larger, and also cord formation was stimulated at a concentration of
20 µg/cm2 but inhibited at higher concentrations. Another recent study also used UV
lithography to micropattern poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) onto polystyrene cell-culture
plates to examine ECM effects on cell function [167]. This study patterned 5 geometries
including squares, triangles, circles, hexagons, and pentagons at equal areas to determine
adipogenic differentiation capabilities using MSCs.

This study showed adipogenic

differentiation capabilities were similar regardless of the pattern shape with these equal
area shapes. The use of photolithography to regulate cell-ECM interactions is a simple
method capable of studying cellular behavior with micro-scale structures. This area of
research is capable of rapidly expanding with more polymers and is an exciting tool for
tissue engineering research.

3.4 UV Lithography using Plastics
UV lithography can also be applied to materials capable of being “activated” by
UV light such as polystyrene. The UV light is able to promote oxygen group adhesion to
the surface rendering it open for cell adhesion. Figure 3.5 shows an MSC on an umbrella
shaped pattern on an activated polystyrene coverslip. This method has proved excellent
for cell-ECM studies by making micrometer sized patterns aimed at protein adsorption on
the surface [168-171]. Instead of utilizing a hydrogel to crosslink, UV light is used to
change the surface characteristics of a plastic or thin film on a plastic [167, 168]. This
technique of micropatterning uses UV light to pass through a photomask allowing the flat
surface underneath to be exposed in geometric shapes and treated. This high precision
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Figure 3.5: MSC showing vinculin and DAPI staining, F-actin and DAPI staining, and merged images from right to left
respectively. This cell was adhered to a UV treated polystyrene coverslip with 2.5 minutes of UV treatment and
vitronectin bound to the surface and stretched across an umbrella shaped pattern showing distinct stress fibers.

procedure requires a flat substrate to micropattern and works best when creating 2D
images. This method is generally applied when there is a need to control cell shape or cell
geometry in vitro for cell assays.
The UV lithographic method used here is adapted from Azioune et al. and was
applied to mesenchymal and embryonic stem cells [168]. A photomask was first designed
using AutoCAD with the appropriate features to be studied and printed on a quartz plate
with feature sizes down to 1 micrometer. 22x22 mm glass coverslips were used and were
initially washed in ethanol for 1 minute and dried with absorbant paper. Coverslips were
then illuminated under deep UV light (Bioforce Nanosciences, Ames, IA) for 5 minutes.
Polylysine-grafted-poly(ethylene) glycol (PLL-PEG) was diluted to 0.1 mg/ml in 10 mM
HEPES buffer of pH 7.4 and a droplet of 50 µl was placed onto activated side of
coverslip. Coverslip with droplet was sandwiched with parafilm to ensure PLL-PEG
coverage of entire area and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. Coverslips were
then washed in PBS and dried. Photomask was washed with 70% isopropanol and placed
under deep UVs for 5 minutes to render mask hydrophilic. Coverslip with pegylated side
was placed in contact with photomask using a 5 µl droplet of sterile, DI water to ensure
better contact between photomask and coverslip. Coverslip was exposed to deep UVs for
5 minutes for MSCs and ESCs and 1 ml sterile, DI water was placed around coverslip
until it was suspended from photomask and removed. Coverslip was then incubated with
25 µg/ml fibronectin solution diluted with 100 mM sodium bicarbonate solution at pH
8.5 for 1 hour. Cells were then seeded onto coverslips at 5,000 cells/cm2 and allowed 1
hour for initial attachment to patterns. Medium was then gently changed and cells were
allowed overnight to fully attach and spread over patterns.
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A key use for this type of UV lithography is detailing cell behavior in highly
defined conditions. An example of this is looking into how physical characteristics affect
properties such as cell shape, adhesive characteristics, and lineage commitment. By
regulating the amount of adhesive area micropatterned and the shape, it’s possible to
control the cell’s adhesion and cytoskeletal arrangement. The cells cytoskeleton is a
highly complex network made up of a series of biological materials that make up the
structural basis that supports cell shape regulation [170, 172-175]. As shown in Figure
3.6 and 3.7 it is possible to constrain and control cell adhesion in distinct shapes such as
umbrellas, circles, squares, and Y shapes in a 2D setting. By regulating cell shape, it
gives the opportunity to look at distinct cell properties such as polarity and focal adhesion
structure.
Cell polarity is generally referred to as the shape and structure of the cells with
asymmetrical shape being linked to asymmetric divisions of the cell which are
responsible for tissue creation in embryo development [176-179]. In Figure 3.6, polarity
protein LGN was stained and observed to be centrally localized in both Y and circle
patterns while being located primarily at the apex of the cell in the umbrella shaped
pattern. By controlling the cell polarity and shape through UV lithography, it can provide
insight into the early stages of development in morphogenesis.
The focal adhesion structure is also able to be controlled and studied through UV
lithographic patterns. Focal adhesions are cell-matrix adhesions that involve multiple
proteins and serve as the mechanical linkage between the cell’s cytoskeleton and the
underlying ECM [45, 54, 70, 71, 180]. Figure 3.7 shows hESCs on circles, umbrella, I,
and Y shaped patterns showing distinct vinculin expression. Vinculin is one of the
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Figure 3.6: MSCs adhered to patterned fibronectin shapes through UV lithography.
Shown are umbrella, Y, and circle shapes with LGN (green) and DAPI (blue), F-Actin
(red) and DAPI (blue), and merged image respectively. LGN functions as a
conformational switch that links Gα and NuMA proteins and is used to determine spindle
orientation and cell polarity in human cells [181-183]. As shown, Y and circle patterns
show symmetrical distribution of LGN while umbrella shaped pattern shows LGN
centered at the top of the umbrella. Scale bars are 50 µm.
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Figure 3.7: Embryonic stem cells are able to be patterned into distinct shapes through UV
lithography. Circles, umbrellas, I’s, and Y’s were seeded onto patterns generated on
polystyrene and coated with fibronectin from top to bottom respectively. DAPI (blue) and
F-actin (red) are shown in the first column denoting cytoskeletal structure, DAPI and
vinculin (green) are shown in the 2nd column denoting focal adhesion structure, and
merged images are shown in the 3rd column. Cells are shown at 40x magnification.
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proteins that make up focal adhesions along with talin, focal adhesion kinase, and paxillin
among many others [45, 67, 180, 184, 185]. By studying focal adhesions and their
structure, it is possible to gain an understanding into cell-matrix signaling in relation to
characteristics such as cell geometry and matrix elasticity and how they cooperatively
tune cell function.

3.5 Soft Lithography
Soft lithography has shown to be a valuable tool in the study of stem cells with
capabilities for replicating micrometer to nanometer structures using stamps, molds, and
photomasks. Soft lithography can also be specifically used for a variety of microfluidic
channel applications consisting of networks of channels for cell culture while being
connected to perfusion systems for fluid flow [12], micro-contact printing microscale
features [140], and deciphering physical stresses placed on cell behavior due to shear
from the fluid flow [63].
The process used to develop microfluidic channels is shown in Figure 3.8. To
start, silicon wafers (Silicon, Inc., Boise, ID) were piranha treated (4:1 mixture of sulfuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide) for one hour on a hotplate. Wafers were then rinsed
thoroughly in DI water and placed in oven at 150 degrees Celsius for 30 minutes to dry.
The wafers were then spincoated with SU8 photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA) to
desired thickness according to protocol as shown in Figure 3.9. Wafers were prebaked at
90 degrees Celsius for 20 minutes, let cool until photoresist hardened, and exposed to UV
light through photomask with microfeatures for 15 seconds under Blak Ray (UVP,
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Figure 3.8: Schematic showing the procedure for development of microfluics channels. First photoresist is spincoated onto silicon
wafer at desired thickness and wafer is soft baked for recommended time. Wafer is then exposed to UV light through a photomask to
pattern desired features into photoresist and post baked. Wafer is then developed to remove uncured photoresist and PDMS is coated
onto developed wafer to make microfluidic channels.

Figure 3.9: Spin speed versus thickness for SU8 3000 photoresists at 21 degrees Celsius
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Upland, CA) UV light source. Wafer was then postbaked on hot plates for 5 minutes at
60° C followed by 5 minutes at 90°C. Photoresist was cooled until it hardened and then
put into dish filled with photoresist developer (Microchem, Newton, MA) to wash
uncrosslinked photoresist from wafer. Wafers were let dry and placed inside a 15 cm
petri dish. Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer base and Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer curing
agent were mixed vigorously in a 10:1 ratio in a plastic cup to create polydimethyl
siloxane, dessicated for 5 minutes, and poured on top of wafer in petri dish until fully
covering wafer. Dish was left for 48 hours for polydimethyl siloxane to cure and then
patterns were carefully cut off the top of silicon wafer using a razor blade. Individual
PDMS channels and 22x22 mm glass coverslip were ozone treated (Bioforce
Nanoscience, Ames, IA) and adhered together. Ethanol was run through channels
initially, followed by PBS, and finally cells were added in medium to channels and let sit
for 8 hours to adhere for culture as shown in Figure 3.10.
Soft lithographic applications for microcontact printing generally utilize a binding
chemical interaction between gold substrates and thiol containing moieties to
micropattern different molecules [55]. Layer by layer microfluidic approaches have also
been used successfully in generating 3D vascularized scaffolds [139, 141, 142].
Polymers such as PDMS, PLGA, and PGS have been used as microfluidics channels that
are then seeded with cells [133, 143, 144]. These approaches have been shown to be a
precise technique to regulate other cell behaviors such as formation of vascular cells in a
preset, methodical fashion. A recent study was able to use soft lithography techniques to
mimic early events of angiogenesis while using a co-culture of human MSCs and human
vein endothelial cells. This was done by forming non-adherent agarose templates and
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Figure 3.10: Microfluidic chambers were developed to culture stem cells over long
periods. (A) 2 mm wide channel showing MSCs after 1 day and 7 days in culture. (B) 4
mm wide microfluidics channel showing MSCs after 1 day and 7 days in culture. (C) 6
mm wide microfluidics channel showing MSCs after 1 day and 7 days in culture. Scale
bars are 100 µm.
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using these templates to build tissues with micrometer and millimeter scale precision to
study the mechanical impact of angiogenesis along with the VEGF expression of these
patterned tissues [140]. Other studies done involving soft lithographic principles include
utilizing microfluidics channels for shear stress to simulate interstitial fluid flow on cells.
A recent study developed a method to generate chemical concentration and mechanical
shear stress gradients in a single microfluidics chip [186]. This system was able to expose
L929 mouse fibroblasts to mechanical and chemical gradients and affect cell alignment,
migratory velocity, and cell attachment while able to sustain long term culture of cells in
physically relevant conditions. This is an emerging field of research capable of providing
in vivo conditions to cells while also versatile enough to construct features on the
micrometer to nanometer scale.
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CHAPTER 4: Deciphering the Combinatorial Roles of Geometric,
Mechanical, and Adhesion Cues in Regulation of Stem Cell Spreading
4.1 Introduction
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) are uniquely positioned as a highly
promising cell source for tissue engineering and cell transplant strategies due to their
unique capability of self-renewal and capability to differentiate into many diverse cell
types [109, 187-190]. However, their use as a therapy thus far is hampered due to the
limited understanding of mechanisms by which cells integrate environmental stimuli. In
the regeneration process, the temporary extracellular matrix (ECM) provides multiple
signals to the migrating cells to guide the process of new matrix formation. Major
advances have been made in the identification of these biochemical and biophysical
regulators of stem cell fate [3, 18, 48, 52, 191-197]. It has been proposed that many of
these signals are intertwined, yet definitive studies have been unable to identify the
correlation between biological signaling pathways and how cells receive these signals to
develop and repair tissue.
Tissue is fundamentally diverse across ECM environments and plays a major role
in cell signaling [39-42]. The ECM is composed of large amounts of biochemical
components including proteins, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and polysaccharides with
vastly different physical and biochemical properties [21, 22]. Cells are able to sense these
variances through transmembrane proteins called integrin receptors that help govern cell-
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ECM signaling and link the cell to the proteins in the ECM [27, 28, 43-45]. This cell ECM interaction is crucial to sensing forces through tissue and the surroundings. As early
as the 19th century scientists understood physical forces were important to tissue
development and were able to show that cultured chick rudiments under static
compression following displacement of the periosteum and perichondrium resulted in
cartilaginous tissue formation while tensile stresses led to bone formation [51]. More
recent studies have uncovered that ECM topography can control cellular organization
with the size and geometry of available surface area being able to alter cell shape, traction
forces, and cell spreading [19, 52-59]. Single cell studies further show that smaller ECM
islands promote rounded cells while cells in larger islands with no restriction flatten and
spread similar to 2D cultures [19, 53]. A key study involving adult stem cells showed
micropatterned 10,000 µm2 and 1,024 µm2 protein areas directed osteogenic
differentiation and adipogenic differentiation respectively simply by controlling cell
shape and size. Thus, cell shape and size are crucial components in determining stem cell
lineage with generally accepted instances of rounded adipocytes [60, 61] and polygonal
osteoblasts [62, 63]. Cell shape is also highly influenced by ECM elasticity which has the
ability to also impact cell spreading, traction forces, cell motility, and differentiation [18,
20, 46, 64-69]. Researchers have been able to use polyacrylamide gels to mimic tissue
elasticity from 1 kPa to 40 kPa and promote differentiation of stem cells into neurogenic,
myogenic, and osteogenic lineages through solely altering elasticity [18]. Additionally,
matrix elasticity for previously differentiated cells has been shown to alter the
cytoskeletal organization as well as the focal adhesion structure [41, 70-72, 198].
Furthermore, three-dimensional experiments have shown cells capable of migrating and
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remodeling the ECM in terms of matrix stiffness and topography [35-37] making it vital
to understand the significance of physical signaling and cell-ECM interactions.
A significant step towards further decoupling these signals can be achieved through
the development of platforms with tunable physical and topographical properties that
allow for further exploration of the co-operative involvement directing cell behavior.
While both topography and matrix elasticity has been shown to affect cell morphology
independently, there lacks sufficient data correlating these signals. Micropost arrays with
varying stiffness and topography pioneered by the Chen laboratory have begun to
incorporate the concepts of matrix elasticity with patterning proteins and cell alignment
[199-204]. This research has laid the groundwork to characterize the interplay between
physical signals but lacks the ability to change the elastic modulus of the posts, as
opposed to stiffness, as well as the elastic modulus of the background ECM. In this
preliminary study on deciphering multiple physical cues, we demonstrate a novel method
of micropatterning hydrogels to create a tunable matrix with variable elasticity,
topography and ligand density as seen in Table 4.1 and demonstrate how these
characteristics affect cell adhesion. A finite element model was also employed to confirm
experimental results and utilized as a predictive tool in cell behavior. DPN was employed
to micro-pattern islands of poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) hydrogels onto a polydimethyl
siloxane (PDMS) coated surface. DPN is a versatile technique that utilizes a
functionalized atomic force microscope tip to transfer molecules of interest to a substrate
via a surface meniscus formed between the substrate and tip [145-149, 205]. Hydrogel
islands were patterned onto the PDMS substrates [148] to provide a tunable elasticity and
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Table 4.1: Table showing the micropatterning characteristics including, background ECM
elasticity, island elasticity, island topography, and ligand density values. Also shown are
the characteristics analyzed to determine cell behavior and spreading including cell size,
focal adhesion distribution, cytoskeleton arrangement, and RhoA signaling pathway
knockdowns.

Substrate Design

Cell Properties Assessed

Background ECM Elasticity

Cell Area
Focal Adhesion Distribution
(Vinculin)
Cytoskeletal Organization (F-Actin)
RhoA Signaling Pathway

(12 kPa and 2.5 MPa)

Island Elasticity
(7 kPa and 105 kPa)

Island Spacing
( 3 µm, 7 µm, & 12 µm)

Ligand Density
(20, 50, & 100 µg ml-1)
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pitch. In this study, we report experimental and modeling results on how the interplay
between ECM properties controls cell-adhesion characteristics that define hMSC
spreading.

4.2 Substrate Preparation
Glass coverslips (22 x 22 mm, Fisher Scientific) were washed with ethanol, dried
with nitrogen, and treated for 30 minutes with ozone cleaner (BioforceNano, Ames, IA).
PDMS was then spincoated onto cover slips at 500 rotations per minute (RPM) for 10
seconds followed by 2000 RPM for 60 seconds. Cover slips were then sputter coated
(Denton Desk II, Moorestown, NJ) with a 5 nm titanium adhesion layer onto PDMS
followed by approximately 40 nm of gold.

4.3 Micropatterning of PEG Islands
Islands of PEG hydrogels were patterned using a DPN NSCRIPTOR system with
M type pen (Nanoink, Skokie, IL). Pens were ozone treated for 30 minutes prior to
inking. PEG precursor was mixed using 700 molecular weight (MW) PEG diacrylate
(PEG-DA) (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) mixed with 2000 MW 4-arm PEG thiol (PEGSH)(CreativePEGWorks, Raleigh, NC) in deionized water with 0.5% (v/v) 2-hydroxy-2methylpropiophenone (Aldrich,Milwaukee, WI). Cover slips were patterned with PEG
islands and placed under approximately 4 mW/cm2 UV light (UVP, Upland, CA) for 2
minutes to gel. Cover slip was then incubated in 50 mM triethylene glycol monomercaptoundecyl ether (Aldrich, Allentown, PA) for 20 minutes to render remaining
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surface non-adhesive and rinsed with 70% ethanol and subsequently sterile distilled water
three times. Fibronectin (FN) from human plasma (Sigma, St Louis, MO) was incubated
at 4°C for 2 hours in heterogenous maleimide/N- hydroxysuccinimide bi-functional
linker (Thermo Fisher, Rockford, IL) [206] and separated from unreacted linker using a
Zeba Spin desalting column (Thermo Fisher, Rockford, IL). Cover slips were then
incubated in functionalized FN overnight to allow covalent attachment.

4.4 Hydrogel Characterization
Cylindrical PDMS disks 5 mm in diameter and 5 mm height were fabricated in a
10:1 and 50:1 ratio of base to curing agent and let cure for 48 hours and sputter coated
with titanium and gold for differing substrate modulus [207, 208]. PEG hydrogel samples
were created 5 mm in diameter and 3 mm height at desired ratio and let soak in deionized
water for 48 hours at 37°C. Samples were tested in unconfined compression [209-212], in
short, the Young’s modulus of each sample was determined using an ElectroForce 3200
(Bose, Eden Prairie, MN) in unconfined compression at 0.05 mm sec-1 between parallel
nonporous plates while compressive force and displacement were recorded.

4.5 Cell Culture
Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells were obtained from Lonza
(Walkersville, NC). hMSCs were cultured in basal growth medium (Lonza, Walkersville,
NC) in Nunc cell culture treated 75 cm2 flasks (Fisher Scientific). Growth medium
contained 440 mL of hMSC basal medium, 50 mL of mesenchymal cell growth
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supplement, 10 mL of 200 mM L-glutamine, and 0.5 mL of a penicillin/streptomycin
mixture. Cells were passaged after reaching 90% confluence and collected with 0.05%
trypsin/EDTA solution. All cells were plated onto cover slips under passage 6 at 5,000
cells per cm2. Cells were allowed 4 hours for adhesion onto substrates. For ROCK
inhibited cells, 10 µM Y-27632 (Calbiochem, Rockaway, NJ) was applied daily for 1
week prior to seeding.

4.6 Immunofluorescent Staining
After incubation for 4 hours in culture medium, cells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100, and blocked with 1% BSA
solution. F-Actin, focal adhesions, and nuclei of cells were stained with a rhodaminephalloidin conjugate (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY), vinculin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO),
and Fluoroshield with DAPI (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) respectively.

Fluorescent

photographs of hMSCs were captured by a Nikkon Eclipse 80i microscope with
CoolSnap HQ camera.

Non-fluorescent cells were analyzed using phase contrast

microscopy utilizing NIS-Elements-AR 3.2 64 bit software (NIS-Elements, Melville,
NY).

4.7 Simulation Model and Analysis
A finite-element model was constructed to quantify the peak deflection of
micropatterned substrates in response to cell-derived forces. The model geometry
consists of two subdomains, namely a 50 micron thick PDMS substrate and a
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hemispherical PEG island with a radius of 5 microns. Both PDMS and PEG were
modeled as linear elastic, isotropic, incompressible, and homogeneous materials. Model
boundary conditions consisted of a 20 nN lateral body force applied to the PEG island, a
fixed constraint on the bottom surface of the PDMS substrate, a rigid contact between the
PEG and PDMS, and free deformation for all other surfaces. The Poisson’s ratio (ʋ) and
density (ρ) of both materials were assigned fixed values, while the elastic moduli (E)
were varied in isolation to delineate the effect of substrate and island stiffness on the
mechanical behavior. A commercial finite-element software package with a built-in
parametric solver (COMSOL) was used to generate stationary solutions to the defined
solid mechanics problem. The peak PEG island deflection was extracted from each
simulation result and used as a metric of the micropatterned substrate mechanical
response to a cell-derived force. A total of 60,177 tetrahedral mesh elements were used to
discretize the model geometry and generate mesh-independent solutions, with meshindependence defined as the level at which further refinement induced a less than 1%
change in the predicted peak deflection.

4.8 Statistics
P-values were calculated using the student t-test function in Excel (Microsoft,
Seattle, WA). Linear regression analysis and interaction plot were created using Minitab
version 16 software (Minitab Inc., State College, PA). Errors are standard error of the
mean.
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4.9 Controlling Cell Position and Spreading on Micropatterned ECMs
In this study we fabricated hydrogel islands using a novel process utilizing DPN
to deposit micrometer sized PEG islands onto PDMS coated coverslips as shown in
Figure 4.1A. PEG was chosen due to the non-toxic properties and the ability of this
polymer to resist protein adsorption [213, 214]. DPN is a highly versatile technique able
to be used in creating islands at differing spacing using a functionalized atomic force
microscope tip to directly transfer molecules of interest to a substrate. PEG-DA and PEGSH mixture was chosen as hydrogel islands and by varying the concentration of PEG
precursor, it was possible to more closely mimic the elasticity of tissue at the subcellular
level. PEG islands were patterned onto the gold coated PDMS background backfilled
with PEG-SH to render the background non-adhesive to protein adsorption and confine
cell adhesion to islands. The PDMS background was able to be altered to achieve
differing elasticities of the non-adhesive ECM. Preliminary experiments were performed
to confirm the ability of proteins to conjugate exclusively to the hydrogel islands, BSA
was used as a demonstration protein as shown in Figure 4.1B. Hydrogel islands were
sized at 9.31 ± 0.058 µm in diameter and spaced at 3.15 ± 0.22 µm, 7.09 ± 0.23 µm, and
12.07 ± 0.23 µm pitch to allow cells to spread across multiple islands (50 islands
analyzed each case). Hydrogel island elasticities were measured at 7.05 ± 0.72 kPa and
105.07 ± 1.07 kPa respectively. Ligand density was determined by incubating samples in
20 µg ml-1, 50 µg ml-1, and 100 µg ml-1 fibronectin concentrations overnight. PDMS was
spincoated onto glass coverslips at a 50:1 base:curing ratio and a 10:1 ratio for a differing
elasticity of 12 ± 1.0 kPa and 2.5 ± 0.20 MPa respectively [207]. By utilizing a novel
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Figure 4.1: DPN enables micropatterning of sub-cellular hydrogel substrates. (A) PDMS
was spincoated onto glass slides to form a background of varying elasticity while
utilizing DPN to deposit micropatterned hydrogel islands also with varying elasticity.
These sub-cellular islands were functionalized with fibronectin at differing ligand
densities, which facilitated cell attachment to substrate. (B) Micropatterned PEG
hydrogel islands spaced at 12 µm distance between islands showing 100 µg ml -1 BSAFITC conjugated protein covalently bonded.
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micropatterning method we were able to create a tunable array of subcellular hydrogels
capable of parsing microenvironmental cues presented to a cell. Attaining this allowed us
to successfully integrate geometric, mechanical, and biochemical control in
understanding cell adhesion and spreading of hMSCs.

4.10 hMSC Cell Shape is Regulated by Matrix Elasticity
To study the behavior of cell spreading on differing physical cues, hMSCs were
plated onto micropatterned coverslips. Early passage hMSCs (< passage 6) were plated at
a density of 5,000 cells cm-2 and given four hours to allow initial cell adhesion. The cells
adapted to the patterned islands according to island elasticity, island spacing, ligand
density, and background elasticity as shown in Figure 4.2A. Cells were not allowed to
interact with the patterns over long periods to minimize cell modification of the ECM due
to secretion and synthesis of components by the cells in particular to the PDMS
background. Using a statistical software program Minitab, we ran a linear regression
analysis on the cell data and it was observed that hydrogel island stiffness was the key
factor in regulating cell adhesion as seen in Equation (1). Cell areas from each condition
were compiled into Minitab to run regression analysis and normalized prior to analyzing.
Equation 1:
Cell Area = 4061 PEG - 952 Spacing + 824 Ligand Density + 296 PDMS + 1377
By observing the significance shown by PEG (hydrogel islands) in Equation 1 it is clear
By observing the significance shown by PEG (hydrogel islands) in Equation 1 it is clear
that the island adhesion points are the strongest variable controlling cell adhesion.
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Spacing and ligand density both show reduced efficiency with PDMS (background
elasticity) showing insignificant effects.
At an island elasticity of 7 kPa, cells preferentially showed a spindle shaped cell
orientation similar to myoblasts [28] with smaller cell areas (Figure 4.2B), while 105 kPa
islands were larger, well spread cells similar to osteoblasts [18] (Figure 4.2C). Figure
4.3A shows the dependence of cell spreading on island elasticity with stark contrasts in 7
kPa elasticity and 105 kPa elasticity in each condition (P < 0.002). Interestingly, when
looking at background ECM elasticity for both 7 kPa and 105 kPa islands each case was
deemed statistically insignificant to cell area (P > 0.05). The interaction plot in Figure
4.3A illustrates the heavy influence of island elasticity, less significant effects of ligand
density and island spacing, and insignificant influence of background matrix.
Island spacing was shown to have smaller effects on cell adhesion. Controls were
done with non-patterned hydrogel cover slips and compared to patterned cell areas with
equal ligand density and elasticity. The results showed cell areas were significantly
altered at 12 µm spacing (P < 0.05) when compared to unpatterned controls except for a
single condition on 7 kPa PEG. 7 µm spacing also proved significant at the two lower
ligand densities (P < 0.05) when compared to controls except for a single condition of
105 kPa PEG (Figure 4.3B-C). In observing 7 and 12 µm spacing, it is evident that
without the aid of increasing ligand density for cell adhesion, this is not optimal for cell
spreading when compared to its unpatterned counterpart. 3 µm spacing remains
significant at lower densities to controls but was deemed insignificant at 100 µg ml -1.
This result was unsurprising due to the increased adhesion area for cells to attach and
continue spreading. At both 20 and 50 µg ml-1 FN concentration the 3 µm spacing is
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Figure 4.2: Hydrogel island elasticity regulates cell adhesion and spreading size in MSCs.
(A) MSC adhered to hydrogel islands showing distinct spreading across individual
islands and extensions protruding across PDMS surface (B) MSC adhered to pattern with
7 kPa islands, 12 kPa background elasticity, 3 µm spacing, and 100 µg ml-1 FN with a
cell area of 2,669 µm2. Shown as brightfield image (top left), vinculin staining (top
right), F-actin staining (bottom left), and merged image (bottom right). Average cell area
for data point was 1174.54 µm2 ± 113.16 µm2. (B) MSC adhered to pattern with 105 kPa
islands, 12 kPa background elasticity, 3 µm spacing, and 100 µg ml-1 FN with a cell area
of 6,134 µm2. Shown as brightfield image (top left), vinculin staining (top right), F-actin
staining (bottom left), and merged image (bottom right). Nucleus is shown in blue in all
images. Average cell area for these conditions was 5847.13 µm2 ± 260.56 µm2. All scale
bars are 50 µm.
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significant in 7 kPa PEG on both 12 kPa and 2.5 MPa PDMS backgrounds and 105 kPa
on 12 kPa PDMS background (P < 0.05) (Figure 4.3B-C). The 105 kPa PEG on 2.5 MPa
PDMS background matrix was not significant in the 20 or 50 µg ml-1 conditions (P >
0.05). As ligand density was increased it proved to negate spacing effects as evidenced
in the 100 µg ml-1 FN with 3 and 7 µm cases being deemed insignificant (P > 0.05) in
each elasticity condition for PEG and PDMS (Figure 4.3D). Thus, we observed that
higher ligand density per island was able to increase cell adhesion area even when
distance between islands was increased.
Ligand density was compared at equal conditions for the 100 µg ml-1 and 20 µg
ml-1 FN to observe affects. Differing ligand densities at 3 µm spacing was shown to be
statistically relevant in promoting different cell areas except for a single case with 105
kPa PEG. For example, when comparing 7 kPa islands with 100 µg ml -1 FN cell area
was 2666.04 ± 284.38 µm2 to 20 µg ml-1 FN and a cell area of 1548.92 ± 203.05 µm2 (P
< 0.003) (Figure 4.3D). When observing 7 µm spacing the effects of ligand density
diminish, but remain noteworthy at two specific 105 kPa and 7 kPa island test cases (P <
0.05). The 7 kPa islands proved the most significant with a cell area of 2234.94 ± 187.0
µm2 at 100 µg ml-1 compared with 1110.42 ± 159.26 µm2 at 20 µg ml-1 FN concentration
(P < 0.0001). As the spacing of the islands increases to 12 µm it was shown to lose
statistical relevance. Interestingly, these results show that when only looking at ligand
density it has an effect on cell adhesion at smaller spacing and diminishes as spacing is
increased. We hypothesize this is due to the amount of adhesive area being greatly
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Figure 4.3: (A) The interaction plot illustrates the affects between the non-independent
test variables, which include island elasticity, PDMS background ECM elasticity, ligand
density, and spacing of islands. Interaction plot uses averages of means to plot
interactions. The first column demonstrates the key factor PEG elasticity plays in cell
adhesion of MSCs. Spacing and ligand density also are shown to contribute to cell
spreading in the interaction plot. PDMS background elasticity was shown to not affect
adhesion as shown by PDMS elasticity column showing background elasticity interacting
with other variables as nearly parallel lines. Quantification of average cell area for cells
with (B) 20 µg/ml, (C) 50 µg/ml, and (D) 100 µg/ml fibronectin concentrations. Error
bars are standard error of over 10 cells quantified per condition.
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reduced at this large spacing, cells were unable to stretch across the same amount of
islands rendering the FN concentration insignificant.
Adhesion-mediated signals are shown to be vital in cell-ECM interactions and
guiding cell spreading and size. Other reports have used patterned and unpatterned ECMs
to guide cell adhesion on differing gel or PDMS surfaces [18, 203, 215]. These studies
generally show a consensus for a plateau of cell spreading over approximately 40 kPa.
Our results coincide with these other reports and further show the dependence of cell
spreading on matrix elasticity when in the presence of other physical factors affecting
hMSC spreading. Furthermore, cell generated forces must act in equilibrium, therefore
the soft hydrogel islands provide less resistance to a cell’s forces and cell contractility
decreases. In contrast, stiff islands are able to provide the necessary counterbalancing
forces, intracellular tension is increased leading to well spread cells.

4.11 Island Deflection Simulation Predictions
The mechanical behavior of micropatterned cover slips was characterized with
finite-element modeling of the deformation response to cell-derived forces. In all
examined cases, PEG islands exhibited significantly greater deflection as compared to the
PDMS substrate as seen in Figure 4.4A. As expected, the greatest deflection occurred
when both the island and substrate had the lowest elastic moduli in the examined range.
Increasing the PEG island stiffness resulted in a nonlinear decrease in the peak deflection,
irrespective of the stiffness of the underlying substrate. Increasing the substrate stiffness
had a comparatively diminished effect on the peak island deflection, particularly when
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Figure 4.4: Patterned hydrogel islands were analyzed to engineer substrate elasticity (A)
Conceptual illustration of horizontal cell traction force of 20 nN on hydrogel island and
analysis of deflection of individual island. (B) Hydrogel island deflection is plotted as a
function of island modulus with differing background elasticities plotted. (C) Cell area of
12 µm spacing cases plotted versus correlating model peak deflections to show
correlation between modeling and experimental components.
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the substrate modulus exceeded that of the PEG island shown in Figure 4.4B. The
predicted peak island deflection inversely correlated with the cell area following seeding
on micropatterned substrates, suggesting that rigid regions-of-contact between the cell
and material facilitate cell spreading seen in Figure 4.4C.

4.12 Rho Kinase Inhibition Attenuates Differences in Hydrogel Island Mediated Cell
Spreading
RhoA has been shown to affect cell size and shape previously as well as play a
significant role in cytoskeletal tension in the cell [55, 57]. To address this factor, myosingenerated cytoskeletal tension was inhibited by culturing hMSCs in the presence of Y27632, an inhibitor of Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) that acts as a downstream
Rho protein involved in myosin activation. Cells exhibited elongated neuron-like spindles
after treatment with Y-27632 on both 7 kPa islands and 105 kPa islands with no change
in regards to patterned island elasticity as shown in Figure 4.5A and Figure 4.5B. 7 kPa
island elasticity cell area averages were 1184.37 ± 223.84 µm2 while 105 kPa island cell
areas were 1175.46 µm2 ± 265.79 µm2. Integrins and focal adhesions are the binding
point of cells to the ECM and our results confirm that this tension sensing occurs through
this RhoA signaling pathway [180, 184, 216]. Focal adhesions transmit force to the actin
cytoskeleton causing it to remodel according to physical cues and it is able to alter cell
size and shape as seen in the schematic in Figure 4.6. Thus, ROCK inhibited cells were
confirmed to lose the ability to sense matrix elasticity when myosin contractions were
suppressed demonstrating the background elasticity is unimportant and confirms that
RhoA plays a prominent role in sensing matrix stiffness.
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Figure 4.5: ROCK inhibited cells lose ability to sense matrix conditions. Cells were
treated for 7 days, which prevented cells from sensing matrix conditions and spreading as
was previously found. (A) ROCK inhibited cell on pattern of 7 kPa PEG, 2.5 MPa
background elasticity, 7 µm spacing, and 50 µg ml-1 ligand density with brightfield image
and vinculin, F-actin, and nucleus staining merged image. Average cell area for this
ROCK inhibited trial was 1184.37 µm2 ± 223.84 µm2. (B) ROCK inhibited cell on
pattern of 105 kPa PEG, 2.5 MPa background elasticity, 7 µm spacing, and 50 µg ml -1
ligand density with brightfield image and vinculin, F-actin, and nucleus staining merged
image. Average cell area for this ROCK inhibited trial was 1175.46 µm2 ± 265.79 µm2.
Error bars are standard error of over 10 cells quantified per condition.
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4.13 Conclusions
In summary, our experimental and modeling findings showed matrix elasticity to
be the key regulator of hMSC adhesion on surfaces with independently tunable physical
and chemical properties. Cell spreading area was predominantly controlled by matrix
elasticity with soft matrices showing smaller cells and stiff matrices showing large cells.
Our modeling component was able to show a high degree of correlation between cell
spreading and island deflection showing how softer hydrogel islands lead to reduced cell
spreading and thus confirming our experimental data. In controlling the ECM
characteristics and parsing cooperative signaling pathways, we hope to gain a better
understanding of the interactions between cell-ECM interactions and further cell behavior
such as lineage commitment. By combining a modeling and experimental component we
can gain further understanding and confidently utilize finite element modeling as a
predictive tool in analyzing cell function and behavior. This will potentially have great
implications in the field of stem cell engineering and regenerative medicine such as
optimizing the characteristics of scaffolds and inducing homogenous populations of
lineage committed cells.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of mechanical decision made in hMSC commitment. Mechanical
cues coordinate to drive hMSC cell shape with RhoA signaling. Interference with
cytoskeletal tension disrupts this decision showing the RhoA-ROCK pathway appears
critical in adhesion properties of hMSCs.
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CHAPTER 5: Deconstructing the Effects of Matrix Elasticity and Geometry
in Mesenchymal Stem Cell Lineage Commitment
5.1 Introduction
The field of regenerative medicine, stem cells in particular, has become
increasingly important with scientists and medical personnel due to their potential to
restore or replace injured tissue and organs [1, 3, 5, 77, 217]. The use of MSCs as a
therapy option has been progressively more promising in scientific fields by possessing
the ability to differentiate into bone cells (osteoblasts), cartilage cells (chondrocytes), and
fat cells (adipocytes) among other potential lineages [218, 219]. MSCs may potentially
demonstrate to be vital to tissue engineering bone replacements as the need for bone
tissue repair in patients suffering from critical bone defects continues to rise [3, 220-223].
Complex combinations of physical, chemical, and biological signals are used to direct
stem cell fate and control the natural healing of bone and other tissues in vivo [74, 77, 79,
224]. In order to fully elucidate these healing and regeneration principles, we must first
understand the complexity of the underlying cellular and biomolecular factors that
promote each tissue. To be fully realized as a potential treatment option, numerous
cellular responses to microenvironmental cues as well as directed differentiation capacity
of these stem cells need to be addressed. A significant challenge facing researchers is the
ability to differentiate a stem cell into a certain programmed lineage. In particular,
physical and geometric cues have emerged as significant factors in directing stem cell
behavior [18, 49, 52, 53, 225].
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Physical signals derived from the stem cell microenvironment have been
established as increasingly important to the lineage commitment of stem cells [18-20, 41,
52]. These signals were previously recognized as far back as the 1940s with tensile
stresses leading to bone formation and compressive stresses leading to cartilage
formation in cultured chick rudiments [51]. Further work has been aided with the
implementation of microscale technologies to mimic the stem cell microenvironment in
vitro [226, 227]. These microscale experiments have shown the critical importance of the
cell microenvironment to cell behaviors such as apoptosis, migration, and differentiation
[52, 225, 228]. In a recent key study, the importance of matrix elasticity has been
presented by culturing MSCs on gels of differing elasticity with soft gels (<1 kPa)
promoting neurogenic differentiation, intermediate gels (~12 kPa) promoting myocytes,
and stiff gels (>25 kPa) promoting osteoblasts [18]. Other studies also showcase the
importance of cell geometry on the lineage specification of stem cells with differing
densities of cells promoting differing cell lineages as well as micropatterned shapes
confirming these findings [19, 225]. These studies both found increasing levels of
GTPase RhoA and downstream effectors promoting osteogenesis with lower levels of
RhoA signaling being a signal for adipogenesis and neurogenesis. Within these studies it
is clear that RhoA and the corresponding actomyosin contractions play a role in the
lineage specifications of these stem cells, and thus a correlation between physical signals
determining fate. Yet little is known about the cooperative interplay between these types
of physical signaling. Therefore, there is a clear need for research determining the
interplay between matrix elasticity and cell shape and how this ultimately effects cell
lineage specification.
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In this work, we present a novel method to decouple multiple physical signals
including substrate elasticity, cell shape, and cell size in determining MSC lineage
commitment as shown in Figure 5.1. This strategy uses micropatterned PEG hydrogels to
vary the elasticity, size, and shape of adhesive area presented to cells cultured in a
mixture of adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation medium to direct cell fate. By
regulating the physical signals presented, we show that 1,000 µm2 areas promote
adipogenic differentiation regardless of shape and elasticity while 2,500 and 5,000 µm2
areas are more heavily dependent on shape and elasticity in cell fate commitment. The
importance of cytoskeletal tension on patterned areas in MSC differentiation was
especially prevalent when cells were treated with Y-27632 and nocodazole and primarily
committed to adipocyte and osteoblast lineage respectively. This work is able to further
establish the cooperative roles presented through physical signaling due to elasticity and
cell shape that are able to promote MSC fate commitment.

5.2 Substrate Preparation
Glass coverslips (22x22 mm, Fisher Scientific) were washed with 70% ethanol
and ozone treated (BioforceNano, Ames, IA) for 30 minutes to remove surface
contaminants. Cover slips were then sputter coated with a 5 nm titanium adhesion layer
(Denton Desk II Turbo, Moorestown, NJ) onto PDMS followed by approximately 40 nm
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the methodology to determine the cooperative effects of cell
shape, cell size, and matrix elasticity on the lineage commitment of mesenchymal stem
cells.
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of gold (Denton Desk II, Moorestown, NJ). Coverslips were then stored at room
temperature until use.

5.3 Micropatterning Hydrogels
PEG precursor solution was assembled using 700 MW PEG diacrylate (PEG-DA)
(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) mixed with 2000 MW 4-arm PEG thiol (PEGSH)(CreativePEGWorks, Raleigh, NC) in H2O using 0.5% (v/v) 2-hydroxy-2methylpropiophenone (Aldrich,Milwaukee, WI). Photomasks were produced using
AutoCAD software (AutoDesk, San Rafael, CA) and printed on transparencies (CAD/Art
Services, Inc, Bandon, OR). PEG precursor was placed onto cover slip, covered with
photomask, and placed under approximately 4 mW/cm2 Blak Ray UV light (UVP,
Upland, CA) to polymerize. The patterned cover slip was then incubated in 50 mM
triethylene glycol mono-mercaptoundecyl ether (Aldrich, Allentown, PA) for 20 minutes
to render unpatterned surfaces non-adhesive to proteins and rinsed with 70% ethanol and
subsequently sterile PBS three times. Fibronectin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was treated
with a heterogenous maleimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide bi-functional linker (Thermo
Fisher, Rockford, IL) [206] to allow functionalization of protein in order to attach to PEG
patterns. Fibronectin was incubated at room temperature for 1 hour then separated from
unreacted crosslinker using a Zeba Spin desalting column (Thermo Fisher, Rockford, IL).
PEG patterns were then incubated in functionalized proteins at room temperature for 4
hours and 4°C overnight to allow covalent attachment of proteins to hydrogels. Hydrogel
patterns were visualized and characterized by brightfield and fluorescent microscopy to
confirm attachment.
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5.4 Hydrogel Characterization
PEG hydrogel samples were created 5 mm in diameter and 3 mm height at desired
ratio and let soak in deionized water for 48 hours at 37°C. Samples were tested in
unconfined compression [209-212], in short, the Young’s modulus of each sample was
determined using an ElectroForce 3200 (Bose, Eden Prairie, MN) in unconfined
compression at 0.05 mm/sec between parallel nonporous plates while compressive force
and displacement were recorded.

5.5 Cell Culture
Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells were obtained from Lonza
(Walkersville, MD). hMSCs were cultured in basal growth media (Lonza, Walkersville,
NC) in culture flasks. The growth medium contained 440 mL of hMSC basal medium,
50 mL of mesenchymal cell growth supplement, 10 mL of 200 mM L-glutamine, and 0.5
mL of a penicillin/streptomycin mixture. The cells were passaged after reaching 90%
confluence and collected with 0.05% trypsin/EDTA solution. All cells were plated onto
substrates under passage 6 and plated at 5,000 cells/cm2. Cells were allowed 1 day for
adhesion onto substrate before being placed in mixed medium which consisted of a 1:1
ratio of adipogenic to osteogenic medium. Adipogenic medium contained 444 mL of
DMEM (Invitrogen), 50 mL fetal bovine serum (FBS)(Atlas), 0.5 mL of 1 µM
dexamethasone, 0.5 mL of 10 µM insulin (Sigma), 200 µM indomethacin (Sigma), 0.5
mM isobutyl-methylxanthine (Sigma), and 5 mL penicillin/streptomycin. Osteogenic
medium consisted of 444 mL DMEM F/12 (Invitrogen), 50 mL FBS, 10 mM βglycerophosphate, 50 µg/ml ascorbic acid (Sigma), 1 µM dexamethasone (Sigma), and 5
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ml penicillin/streptomycin. For ROCK inhibited cells differentiation medium was
changed daily and 2 µM Y-27632 (Calbiochem, Rockaway, NJ) was added. For
nocodazole treated cells differentiation medium was changed daily and 1 µM nocodazole
(Sigma) was added.

5.6 Immunofluorescent Staining and Histology
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X100, and blocked with 1% BSA solution. The cytoskeleton, focal adhesions, and nuclei
of cells were stained with a rhodamine-phalloidin conjugate (Invitrogen, Grand Island,
NY), vinculin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and Fluoroshield with DAPI (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) respectively. Fluorescent photographs of the stained hMSCs were captured by a
Nikkon Eclipse 80i microscope with CoolSnap HQ camera. Non-fluorescent cells were
analyzed using phase contrast microscopy utilizing NIS-Elements-AR 3.2 64 bit software
(NIS-Elements, Melville, NY). Fate specified cells were analyzed using dual alkaline
phosphatase [19, 229] and Oil Red O staining [167, 230] for osteogenesis and
adipogenesis using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) with color
camera. Cells containing lipid vacuoles stained red were counted as adipocyte
specification while cells staining deep blue/purple were counted as osteoblast
specification. Rare cells that exhibited both lipid vacuoles and osteoblast staining were
not counted. Tiff images were taken of patterned areas and cells were counted
individually.
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5.7 Statistics
P-value was calculated using the student t-test function in Excel (Microsoft,
Seattle, WA). Errors are standard error of the mean.

5.8 Effect of Soluble Factors, Cell Density, and Matrix Elasticity on MSC Differentiation
Trials to assess the differentiation capacity of MSCs to both adipogenic and
osteogenic lineage were first run with lineage specific medium and soluble cues for 7
days. In strictly adipogenic medium, we observed 80.3% and 81.9% adipogenic
differentiation with 5,000 cells/cm2 and 25,000 cells/cm2 compared to 100% and 80.9%
osteogenic differentiation in osteogenic medium (Figure 5.2). Further evaluations were
done using MSCs in a 1:1 mixture of adipogenic and osteogenic medium for 7 days on
unpatterned substrates. As previously shown [19, 76], we confirmed cell density
contributed to lineage commitment when looking at the differentiation of MSCs at a
density of 5,000 cells/cm2 and 25,000 cells/cm2. Our findings show that on glass
coverslips, cells continued to show 100% osteogenic differentiation with 5,000 cm2
density while only 40.6% osteogenic differentiation with 25,000 cells/cm2. We then
coated coverslips with 10% PEG (~7 kPa) and found the softer substrate contributed to
40.4% greater adipogenic differentiation in low plating densities and similar adipogenic
differentiation in higher plating densities (Figure 5.2). These results compare similarly
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Figure 5.2: MSCs showed multilineage capabilities when cultured in medium containing growth factors promoting osteogenesis and
adipogenesis. Dual staining of MSCs after 1 week for osteogenesis (alkaline phosphatase-purple/blue) and adipogenesis (lipids-red).
Each line of images and graphs represents a differing culture condition with both 5,000 cells/cm 2 and 25,000 cells/cm2. Pie charts
show the percentage of differentiation to each lineage (red-adipocyte, blue-osteoblast).

to previous studies using differing cell densities and show the effects of cell density and
substrate stiffness on the differentiation potential of MSCs in mixed medium. As cell
density increases, cell adhesion and spreading are decreased and cell-cell contact is
increased which leads to enhanced signaling between cells. This aspect has been
confirmed by several studies to control cell behavior [19, 231] and we further show that
substrate elasticity along with cell density can control lineage commitment of MSCs. To
address the interplay between cell size, shape, and substrate elasticity remaining
experiments were conducted using patterned cells cultured in mixed media conditions.

5.9 Micropatterning and Adhesion of Mesenchymal Stem Cells
UV lithography techniques were used to restrict the shape of individual cells into
circles, squares, and rectangles onto coverslips (Figure 5.3). A photomask was utilized to
control size and shape of the islands with a mixture of PEG-SH and PEG-DA used as the
precursor solution for the hydrogels. UV light was employed to selectively crosslink
hydrogels into circles, squares, and rectangles on a gold coated glass coverslip through
the photomask (Figure 5.4 A-C). The remaining regions of the coverslip were then
rendered non-adhesive with a tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated monolayer to prevent nonspecific binding of protein or cells. Patterns were incubated in maleimide-modified
fibronectin solution to absorb protein exclusively to hydrogel islands to allow cell
attachment as seen in Figure 5.4 D and E. MSCs were then able to attach to the hydrogel
islands and spread to assume distinct shapes of the underlying islands (Figure 5.4 F-I).
Cells were able to attach and spread on patterns while remaining viable and constrained
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Figure 5.3: Schematic showing UV lithography process used to create hydrogel shapes of varying elasticity. Hydrogel shapes were
functionalized with thiol to promote fibronectin binding exclusively to hydrogels.

Figure 5.4: Hydrogel islands were fabricated with protein exclusively attached to islands
facilitating cell adhesion. Presented are microscopy images with micropatterned shapes
showing (A) 5,000 µm2 circles (B) 5,000 µm2 rectangles and (C) 5,000 µm2 squares.
Fluorescent bovine serum albumin was used as a model protein to determine protein
attachment to micropatterned areas with (D) brightfield microscopy image of 5,000 µm 2
rectangles and (E) bovine serum albumin exclusively attached to hydrogel rectangles.
MSC attachment shown with (F) brightfield microscopy and immunofluorescence stained
for (G) vinculin to reveal focal adhesions, (H) F-actin, and (I) merged image.
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to hydrogel islands for one week in culture to determine the effects of size, shape and
elasticity on differentiation. MSCs were plated onto hydrogel islands using MSC growth
medium initially, switched to a 50:50 mixture of adipogenic and osteogenic
differentiation media, and cultured for 7 days. Cells were then analyzed by staining for
lineage specific markers Oil Red O and alkaline phosphatase for adipogenic and
osteogenic differentiation respectively.

5.10 MSC Differentiation Directed by Shape, Size, and Matrix Elasticity
MSCs were confined to 1,000, 2,500, and 5,000 µm2 area circle, square, and
rectangular patterns with a substrate elasticity of 7, 47, and 105 kPa. This range of
geometric features was considered to promote both adipogenic and osteogenic lineages
with circles, squares, and rectangles previously shown capable of directing cell behavior
and differentiation (Figure 5.5 and 5.6) [53, 225]. Substrate elasticity was also considered
and values were chosen to promote multiple lineages and cell behavior [18, 20] in order
to parse differences in physical effects on cell differentiation.
For 1,000 µm2 islands, we observed primarily adipogenic differentiation in all
cases of elasticity and shape. This is consistent with previously reported micropatterning
studies as well as matrix elasticity studies observing cell size to be a regulator of lineage
commitment [19, 203, 225]. When looking at cells on 2,500 and 5,000 µm2 patterns with
different shape and elasticity we found a more mixed population of adipocytes and
osteoblasts (Figure 5.5). With 5,000 µm2 shapes we found at higher elasticity the cells
behaved similar to glass with 74%, 73%, and 52% osteogenic differentiation on
rectangles, squares, and circles respectively (Figure 5.5B). When switched to 7 kPa
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Figure 5.5: By modifying the geometry and matrix elasticity of the underlying patterns, cells were able to choose lineage commitment
based on the physical cues presented. (A)-(D) Shown in these graphs are the effect of shape, size, and matrix elasticity on MSC
lineage commitment. Error bars are standard error from at minimum 2 separate experiments with over 75 cells per condition.
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Figure 5.6: MSCs are able to decipher microenvironmental physical signals in order to specify lineage commitment. (A)-(C) Shown
are patterns with MSCs commited to osteogenic (top, purple) and adipogenic (bottom, red) fate on squares, circles, and rectangles
respectively. Scale bars are 50 µm.

hydrogels, osteogenic differentiation decreased to 61%, 66%, and 35% on these identical
shapes (Figure 5A). When switching to 2,500 µm2 shapes, we saw a much higher
variation in lineage commitment with 78%, 61%, and 52% osteogenesis on 105 kPa
substrates and 62%, 43%, and 40% osteogenesis on 7 kPa substrates (Figure 5C-D). We
also found that our 47 kPa matrix elasticity had similar values to the 105 kPa experiments
for each shape excluding the 53% and 52% osteogenic differentiation for rectangles and
squares on 2,500 µm2 patterns (data not shown).
These results remain consistent when looking at patterning studies showing both
cell shape and size to be a factor in osteogenic differentiation [19, 167, 225, 232-234] as
well as other groups showing the role of matrix elasticity in osteogenic differentiation
[18, 41, 235-237]. These studies have further shown that higher levels of RhoA lead to a
higher degree of cell spreading and osteogenesis of MSCs [19, 202, 238, 239] on
micropatterned surfaces along with similar RhoA pathways being responsible for
enhanced cytoskeletal tension and osteogensis on stiffer extracellular matrices [18]. Our
studies are able to highlight these cooperative signaling effects from both matrix
elasticity and cell shape on the lineage commitment of MSCs. Our interpretation shows
that cell size was responsible for lineage commitment choices at 1,000 µm2 in all cases
regardless of matrix elasticity or shape. At larger cell sizes cell shape and matrix
elasticity both played a role in the lineage commitment of MSCs with cell shape
appearing to play the larger role. As to shape, in all cases rectangles were shown to have
higher osteogenesis when compared with circles, showing the immense importance of
curvature and cytoskeletal tension in lineage commitment. It is particularly interesting
that cell shape seemed to be a more governing physical cue than matrix elasticity, but has
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been a theme of recent articles highlighting elasticity and shape as intertwined [18, 41,
240]. This study implies that by controlling cell shape initially and thus RhoA signaling,
it is able to lessen the effects of matrix elasticity on lineage commitment

5.11 MSC Differentiation Altered by Cytoskeletal Modifications
The following experiments further proceeded to characterize the differentiation of
MSCs on patterns under cytoskeletal manipulation to observe how a contractile
cytoskeleton directs cell behavior. The cytoskeleton has previously been shown to
strongly guide cell adhesion and behavior on micropatterned geometric shapes [19, 52,
53, 55, 170, 225]. To further confirm our findings that cell spreading and cytoskeletal
tension are primarily responsible for osteogenic differentiation in combination with
substrate elasticity, we evaluated patterned cells in mixed medium with Y-27632 and
nocodazole added, which are pharmacological agents designed to modify the
cytoskeleton [172, 241-243]. Cells were plated onto 2,500 µm2 square patterned surfaces
with growth medium and inhibitors and mixed medium was added the following day to
ensure cells complete spreading over patterns. Cells patterned on these 2,500 µm2 squares
with 47 kPa matrix elasticity without inhibitors were shown to have 52% osteogenic
differentiation. In the presence of nocodazole, a microtubule depolymerizing agent shown
to increase cell contractility [244], cells were shown to have 84% osteogenic
differentiation. Y-27632, an agent that inhibits ROCK causing a decrease in cell
contractility [245], was shown to have 69% adipogenesis on the same patterns (Figure
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Figure 5.7: Graph showing the percentage of cells committing to adipogenic or osteogenic lineage in the presence of pharmacological
agents on 2,500 µm2 squares with a 47 kPa matrix elasticity.

5.7). These results further confirm that actomyosin contractility is a key regulator in the
lineage commitment of MSCs. It is generally accepted that higher degrees of cell
spreading promote increased myosin-generated cytoskeletal tension leading to increased
levels of RhoA and ROCK [19, 225]. It has also been well noted that as matrix elasticity
increases, RhoA and ROCK levels increase as well [18]. Therefore, by inhibiting or
promoting ROCK, we observed that with constant matrix stiffness, shape, and size we
could promote either osteogenic or adipogenic lineages confirming that ROCK signaling
remains vital to lineage commitment when presenting cells with differing physical cues.
This work further supports the immense importance of the cytoskeleton in looking at
osteogenic differentiation in the presence of physical microenvironmental characteristics,
and in our work, the presence of multiple conflicting physical characteristics.

5.12 Conclusions
Through the development of micropatterned hydrogels, we were able to ascertain
the relationship between size, shape, and matrix elasticity for the first time in single MSC
lineage commitment. UV lithography of PEG hydrogels was employed to provide a
platform to study single MSCs in a manner capable of decoupling these physical
signaling cues. This work has combined the ability to control cell size and spreading with
the ability to adjust matrix elasticity to regulate stem cell lineage commitment and
demonstrated that the size, shape, and matrix elasticity possess the ability to use physical
characteristics to tune differentiation. The physical signals were critical to lineage
commitment with cell size proving to be most significant to lineage commitment at lower
adhesive areas and shape being most significant at larger adhesive areas. The use of
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single cells to determine lineage commitment parameters of stem cells is has become
paramount to engineering homogenous populations of stem cells for use in tissue
engineering. Our study is one of the first to be able to present tools and insight into
combining these physical characteristics directing stem cell lineage commitment for
possible use in designing materials and scaffolds for future regenerative medicine.
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CHAPTER 6

Patterning Pluripotent Stem Cells at a Single Cell Level1

______________________
1

Pryzhkova, M.V.; Harris, G.M.; Ma, S.; and Jabbarzadeh, E. 2013. Journal of
Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering. 3: 461-471.
Reprinted here with permission of publisher.
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6.1 Introduction
At present, dip pen nanolithography, microcontact printing, and direct photopatterning using UV light or laser to deposit adhesive proteins in a desired manner are
attractive options for cell biologists to study molecular processes and cell-material
interactions at a single cell level [169]. Features designed by these methods can be sized
as low as the nanometer scale and generally are produced on glass utilizing selfassembling monolayers as a method for protein adsorption. Random studies of surface
functionalization with UV/ozone of polymers such as polyethylene and polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) were also reported [246, 247]. Polystyrene (PS) is traditionally used for
cell culture applications, where plasma treatment with similar effect is used to make
commercially available plastic more hydrophilic to promote cell attachment [248, 249]. A
few research groups have applied direct UV/ozone micropatterning of polystyrene for
cell studies. These methods are very simple, cost effective and can produce features down
to 1 µm.
To date, micropatterning is used to study internal cell organization, cell division,
migration, or simply to control cell outgrowth [105, 169]. While cells from established
cell lines and adult stem cells, such as human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), are
widely used in research, studies of pluripotent stem cells involving micropatterns are
under development. This can be partially explained by the properties of pluripotent cells
such as growth in colonies, on supporting feeder layers, and the necessary extra-cellular
matrix (ECM) [96, 108]. Recent studies have reported the possibility to grow cells in a
monolayer culture or in colonies with single cell passaging through the use of ROCK
inhibitor to eliminate cell apoptosis during single cell dissociation, which suggests that
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human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC) could also be plated on micropatterns for single cell
studies. hPSCs are cultured on Matrigel, which is formed by polymerization of a few
constitutive proteins and heparan sulphate, thus, making it complicated for
micropatterning [104, 250]. However, it has been reported that hPSC express integrins
mediating cell binding to vitronectin, which can replace Matrigel and support
undifferentiated hPSCs growth in culture [251, 252]. Here we have designed a very
simple, affordable, and quick protocol which allows the creation of vitronectin
micropatterns with feature resolution down to 1 µm and can be used for single cell
studies of different cell types including hPSCs (embryonic stem cells (hESC) and induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC)).

6.2 Mask Design and UV/Ozone Micropatterning of Polystyrene
Design and sketching of micropatterns was performed in AutoCAD Design Suite.
Super high resolution chrome quartz photomasks (positive and negative), size 10 cm x 10
cm, were ordered from J.D. Photo-Tools, UK. Clear polystyrene sheets 0.3mm thick were
from Plastruct (#SSM-101). Polystyrene sheets were cut to approximately 2 cm x 2 cm
square coverslips to fit wells of six-well cell culture plates. Before UV/ozone patterning,
polystyrene coverslips were disinfected for one hour in 70% ethanol (freshly prepared,
Decon Labs) and washed once in sterile distilled water.
A UV/ozone ProCleaner (BioForce Nanosciences) was used for direct UV
micropatterning. The UV lamp was preheated for 15-30 minutes before patterning.
Quartz photomask was washed with isopropanol, dried under air flow and hydrophylized
in UV/ozone ProCleaner with chrome side up for about 10-15 minutes. Polystyrene
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coverslips were deposited on desired patterns with a 4l drop of water to insure close
contact with the chrome side of the mask. Polystyrene coverslips/quartz photomask
sandwich (photomask up) was exposed for 2.5 minutes to UV light from the distance of
about 3 cm from UV lamp. Coverslips were then removed from the mask by adding water
around coverslips and allowing them to be lifted from the surface, thus, minimizing
photomask damage. Samples were used for protein coating and cell plating immediately
or analyzed by XPS within 1-2 hours.

6.3 XPS and Data Analysis
XPS measurements were conducted using a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD XPS system
equipped with a monochromatic Al Ka source. The binding energy is calibrated using an
Ag foil with Ag3d5/2 set at 368.21  0.025 eV for the monochromatic Al X-ray source.
The monochromatic Al Ka source was operated at 15 keV and 120 W. The pass energy
was fixed at 80 eV for the detailed scans. A charge neutralizer (CN) was used to
compensate for the surface charge. Each case was analyzed and peak fitted using
Microsoft Excel. Then, data was normalized and plotted in the same program. The
binding energy scale for C1s was set at 285 eV. Elemental surface compositions (atomic
%) were calculated based on C1s and O1s detailed scan spectra.
Plastic used in these studies: 1) bacterial grade cell culture polystyrene, 10cm
Petri dishes (Greiner, Cat. No. 663 161 or 664 161), tissue culture treated polystyrene, 6well plates (BD, Cat. No.353046); 2) polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 22x22mm coverslips
(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Cat. No.72261-22); 3) clear polystyrene sheets 0.3mm
thick Plastruct (#SSM-101).
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6.4 Cell Culture
hESC line H9 was purchased from WiCell (Wisconsin) and the two bone marrow
derived hiPSC lines BM1M and BM9 were kindly provided by Dr. I. Slukvin (University
of Wisconsin-Madison). HES3 line was gratefully provided by Dr. D. Elliott (Monash
University). All cell lines were grown on mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) (CF-1,
Millipore, #PMEF-CFL) feeder layer in DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, #11330-057) with 20%
KnockOut SR (Invitrogen, #10828-028), 0.1mM MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids
(Invitrogen, #11140-050), 3.5mM L-Glutamine (final concentration) (Invitrogen,
#25030-081), 100µm 2-Mercaptoethanol (Sigma, #M7522) and supplemented with
10ng/ml human recombinant bFGF (PeproTech, #100-18B) (also see WiCell Protocols).
Medium was changed daily and cells were passaged on the fifth day of culture with
collagenase type IV (Invitrogen, #17104-019).
MEF were grown in DMEM (Invitrogen, #11995-073) with 10% FBS (Invitrogen,
#10438-026,

or

Atlas

Biologicals,

#F-0500-A)

and

100U/100µg/ml

of

penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, 15140-122).
hPSC monolayer culture with single cell passaging was established mainly as
described. Briefly, hPSC were switched from feeder-dependent culture to feeder-free
conditions and were grown as colonies for 2-3 passages on growth factor reduced Geltrex
(1:400) (Invitrogen, Cat. No.12760-021) coated 6-well plates (BD, Cat. No.353046) in
MEF conditioned medium supplemented with 10ng/ml hrbFGF. Cells were passaged
mechanically on day five. Conditioned medium was prepared as described: MEF were
mitotically inactivated with Mitomycin C (Sigma) at 10µg/ml for 2.5 hours and then
plated onto gelatinized flasks (Gelatin, Sigma, #G-1890) at a density of 60,000 cells/cm2.
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The following day cells were washed with PBS (Sigma, #P3813) and medium was
changed to hESC medium (without hrbFGF) in a quantity of 0.5 ml/cm2 and collected
every 24 hours for 7 days. Before culture with hPSCs conditioned medium was filtered
and supplemented with 10 ng/ml hrbFGF. On the next passaging hPSC colonies were
treated with TrypLE Select (Invitrogen, #12563-029) for 1 minute, gently dissociated to
single cells and plated to new wells at an approximate density of 80-100,000 cells/cm2.
Cells were grown under the same culture conditions and single cell passaged upon
reaching confluence. After stabilization of the cell culture cells were routinely passaged
as single cells on each fourth day with seeding density 50,000 cells/cm2. In second round
of experiments after cell passaging with TrypLE Select (Invitrogen, #12563-029) to
prevent cell apoptosis and chromosome changes during prolonged culture ROCK
inhibitor Y-27632 (Calbiochem, #688000) was added in hPSC culture medium overnight
at concentration 10µm. Cells were plated at density 20,000 cells/cm2.
Bone marrow-derived hMSC were obtained from Lonza (PT-2501) and cultured
in hMSC basal growth media (PT-3001 MSCGM BulletKit, Lonza).

6.5 Protein and Cell Deposition on Micropatterned Polystyrene
For hydrophobic surface protein coating UV/ozone patterned coverslips were
incubated with 1µg/ml of human recombinant vitronectin (Sigma, #SRP3186) in
DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, #11330-057) for 30 minutes at RT, and further washed three
times with DMEM/F12 again. Cells were deposited immediately. For hydrophilic
patterns polystyrene coverslips were pretreated with 0.1% solution of BSA (Sigma,
#A2153) in PBS (Invitrogen, #14040-141) for 15-20 minutes followed by incubation with
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vitronectin as described above. To visualize micropatterns 1.5µg/ml of human fibrinogen
Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated (Invitrogen, #F-13191) was added into DMEM/F12 together
with 1µg/ml of human recombinant vitronectin, incubated, and washed as described
above.

6.6 Karyotyping
Chromosome spreads were prepared by traditional G-banding technique and
analyzed by KaryoLogic, Inc.

6.7 Immunocytochemistry
For immunostaining experiments cells were washed with PBS (Sigma, #P3813),
fixed with 10% formalin (Sigma, #HT50-1-1) for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT),
and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X 100 (Sigma, #T8787). To prevent non-specific
antibody binding cells were incubated for 30 minutes at RT in 4% goat serum blocking
solution (Sigma). Cells were then incubated with primary antibodies in blocking solution
for 1 hour at RT, washed with Rinse Buffer (Tris-HCl + 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma,
#T5912, #P9416)), and incubated with secondary fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies,
followed by Rhodamine Phalloidin-TRITC staining (Invitrogen, #R415) in PBS for 1
hour at RT and finally washing in Rinse Buffer. Antibodies used are: primary - OCT4
(Santa Cruz, sc-5279), SOX2 (Stemgent, 09-0024), Vinculin (Sigma, V9264), Vimentin
(Santa Cruz, #sc-6260), secondary - IgG AF488 (Invitrogen, A31620), IgG AF594
(Invitrogen, A31624). Cells on glass coverslips (Electron Microscopy Sciences, #7223001), PVC or polystyrene samples were mounted on glass slides (VWR, #16005-106) with
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DAPI containing mounting solution (Sigma, #F6057). Samples were analyzed and
images taken using either upright Nikon Eclipse 80i or inverted Nikon Eclipse Ti
fluorescent microscopes with NIS-Elements imaging software.

6.8 Mask Design and Selection of Micropatterning Method
Mask and pattern design were created using AutoCAD Design Suite. Two identical, but
inverted (positive and negative, to produce either hydrophobic or hydrophilic single cell
patterns), photomasks were used for studies (Figure 6.1A). Based on our preliminary data
on single hPSCs on Cytoo chips (www.cytoo.com), the majority of cells attached to
medium (1100 μm2) and large (1600 μm2) sized fibronectin patterns (data not shown).
Thus, two sizes of patterns (disk, crossbow, T, H, Y) were considered for further
applications: #1 1256 μm2 (disk d = 40 μm) and #2 1962.5 μm2 (disk d = 50 μm). Pitch
between micropatterns was 100 μm with pattern line width 6.6μm for #1 and 8.3 μm for
#2. Single cell patterns were organized in six blocks (25x12) within 14 mm diameter
circles to fit a well of 24-well plate. Total number of patterns per chip was 1800
(300/block) (Figure 6.1A), which proved sufficient to provide statistically adequate
analysis with 50 - 100 cells to be analyzed [168]. Methods such as photolithography and
laser/electron beam etching techniques among others require complex equipment and
trained personnel to work with it. Thus, for daily-based experiments in a biological
laboratory, traditional microcontact printing or UV-based chemistry would be the most
facile [170]. Microcontact printing consisting of mold preparation, PDMS stamping, and
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Figure 6.1: (A) Single cell patterns on photomasks. (B) Vitronectin/Fibrinogen-AF488 patterns on polystyrene substrates (scale bar 25
m).

further protein patterning on self-assembled monolayers (SAM) is still an expensive, time
consuming, and complicated approach requiring corresponding skills. Glass is also
difficult to resize without the appropriate tools due to its brittle nature. On the other hand,
recent advances in substrate surface chemical modification based on direct UV light
exposure offer a fast, simple and inexpensive method for ECM micropatterning. A
number of publications described UV-based patterning of different polymeric substrates
such as polyethylene, polycarbonate, polymethylmethacrylate, and polystyrene (PS)
which are very easy to handle and also inexpensive [246, 253]. Moreover, this method
was successfully employed for clonal growth of hiPSC on UV-modified polystyrene and
polypropylene surfaces [105].
Direct UV patterning methods consist of the treatment of a polymer surface with
UV/ozone, which modifies surface chemistry by adding oxygen to its structure, thus,
hydrophylizing a substrate and improving cell attachment and ECM proteins deposition.
Oxygen can also be added through plasma treatment or ion beam irradiation. For
example, successful patterning of cells on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was achieved
through functionalization by ion beam irradiation [247]. Polystyrene is routinely used for
cell culture and is usually oxidized by plasma treatment [248, 249].

6.9 Polymer Substrate Characterization
PVC is widely used in clinical settings for a variety of medical applications.
Commercially available PVC coverslips (EMS) are not autofluorescent and are used for
cell analysis in research applications. However, micropatterning of PVC coverslips
appeared unsuccessful. XPS analysis of UV/ozone treated PVC surface revealed that it is
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exceedingly difficult to modify in comparison with cell culture polystyrene (Table 6.1),
and it demonstrates a high rate of background fluorescence after UV/ozone exposure. In
addition, we revealed that PVC initially contains a higher level of bound oxygen (Table
6.1). In a previously reported study it was shown that the washing of oxidized PS with
HPLC grade water for one hour resulted in partial removal of bound oxygen from
polymer surface (up to 8%) [254]. Interestingly, soaking of PVC and PS samples in 70%
ethanol also decreased the oxidation level of plastic (Table 6.1).
Untreated cell culture polystyrene is optimal for chemical modification and has
been efficiently used for micropatterning and growth of hPSC from single cells [105].
However, achieved resolution with the custom-made stainless-steel mask was only 30
m, which is not applicable for single cell patterning. Further, commercially available
quartz chrome mask allowing resolution down to 1 m cannot be used with commercially
available cell culture plastic because of technical reasons including flexibility issues and
the difficulty to resize thick polystyrene. Thus, we decided to test 0.3mm thin clear
Plastruct polystyrene sheets for UV/ozone micropatterning applications. This polymer
was analyzed by XPS on surface oxygen binding capacity with different UV/ozone
exposure doses and under different conditions (Table 6.1). Similar to PVC, Plastruct PS
demonstrated low level of oxygen present (Table 6.1). Based on previous data with
ethanol treatment of PVC coverslips, the same procedure minimized surface oxygen of
Plastruct PS to the lowest level (Table 6.1). In a previous report 2.5 minutes of UV/ozone
exposure on unmodified cell culture plastic was reported as optimal for hPSC culture,
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Table 6.1: Surface chemical composition of the control and UV/ozone-treated polymer
samples (atomic %).

The type of plastic
Polyvinylchloride
(PVC)
PVC

UV/ozone treatment time, minutes
00
1
1.5
2.5

*sample washed with
EtOH after UV/ozone
PS+ EtOH wash before
UV/ozone exposure
PS+EtOH wash before
UV/ozone exposure
through the glass mask

7.5

C 90.65
O 9.35

C 87.84 O 12.16

C 85.92 C 81.55
O 14.08 O 18.45
C 89.18*
O 10.82*

-

C 99.63
O 0.37
C 87.43
O 12.57

-

-

-

-

-

-

C 80.93
O 19.07
-

-

-

C 97.31
O 2.69

C 90.91 O 9.09

C 82.51
O 17.49

C 98.89
O 1.11
-

-

C 72.16 O 27.84
C 85.87*
O 14.13*
-

*sample washed with
EtOH after UV/ozone
Cell culture
polystyrene (PS)
Bacterial grade
unmodified PS
Tissue culture treated
PS
Plastruct
polystyrene (PS)
Unmodified PS

4

C 88.17 C 81.84
O 11.83 O 18.16
C 96.33
O 3.67

-
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-

C 95.73
O 4.27

while lower doses decreased cell attachment, and higher doses generated ions negatively
affecting cell growth [105]. Another study showed optimal oxygen concentration on
polystyrene surface for 3T3-L1 and CHO cell growth at between 5% and 25% (<100
seconds of UV/ozone treatment in UV/ozone cleaner (Jelight Company Inc.)) [254],
explaining it by changes in ECM proteins and medium components interaction with the
chemically modified polystyrene. Thus, we analyzed oxidation levels of cell culture
polystyrene (unmodified PS, unmodified PS exposed for 2.5 minutes to UV/ozone and
tissue culture treated PS) (Table 6.1). Next, we compared UV/ozone treatment parameters
of Plastruct PS to that of cell culture polystyrene optimized for hPSC culture, i.e. 2.5
minutes of UV/ozone treatment [105]. Results for ethanol treated Plastruct PS samples
appeared similar to cell culture PS (Table 6.1). However, it is appeared that the clear
quartz mask significantly decreases the oxygen level at 2.5 minutes, and 7.5 minutes of
UV/ozone exposure gave us slight shift in the level of bound oxygen (Table 6.1).

6.10 ECM Protein and Cell Deposition on UV/Ozone Micropatterned Polystyrene
Coverslips
Unlike somatic cells, hPSCs require specific ECM conditions for their
undifferentiated growth. Matrigel (BD) or Geltrex (Invitrogen) are routinely used for
feeder-free culture of hPSCs. Matrigel consists of a few ECM proteins (laminin, collagen
IV, entactin/nidogen) and heparan sulfate proteoglycan, which polymerase above
temperature of 10C and form a gel [104, 250]. A few studies have shown that hPSCs
express the laminin+entactin receptor 61, the vitronectin receptor V5 and the
fibronectin receptor 51, thus, allowing their attachment to Geltrex or Matrigel as well
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as to vitronectin and fibronectin [251, 252]. However, only vitronectin was shown as
capable of supporting hPSC self-renewal and able to replace Matrigel in cell culture [251,
252]. Based on published results we chose vitronectin as the ECM protein for
micropatterns.
To visualize micropatterns, human fluorescently-labeled fibrinogen Alexa Fluor
488 was co-incubated with human recombinant vitronectin (Figure 6.1B). At low
UV/ozone exposure dose (2.5 minutes) fibrinogen tended to attach to hydrophobic
(unmodified) areas of PS samples (Figure 6.1B). No cell attachment to hydrophobic
single cell patterns, however, was observed for hPSCs, mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEFs), or hMSCs. Some instances of non-specific cell attachment were also observed.
We hypothesize that under these conditions protein binding to chemically patterned PS
samples might compete between hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces in the benefit of
hydrophobic surface.
A previously published study showed that immobilization of laminin on high
resolution micropatterns, produced by UV modification of PS, can be eliminated on nontreated (hydrophobic) surface and enhanced twice on treated (hydrophilic) surface by
pretreatment with BSA/Pluronic F-68 followed by laminin/Pluronic F-68 [255]. Thus,
BSA pretreatment of UV patterned Plastruct PS substrates allowed us to decrease nonspecific cell attachment to non-treated hydrophobic surface and achieve attachment and
characteristic spreading of MEF and hMSC on hydrophilic micropatterns (Figure 6.2).
When attached to micropatterns, cells formed typical stress fibers and focal adhesions
(Figure 6.2). Interestingly, BSA prevented fluorescently labeled fibrinogen from binding
to the patterned surface (data not shown).
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To investigate how higher doses of UV/ozone exposure will affect cell attachment
to single cell patterns we modified Plastruct PS samples for 2.5 and 7.5 minutes. PS
coverslips were pretreated with BSA and vitronectin as described above. MEF cells were
seeded on plastic at a density of 100,000 cells/chip. Since 2.5 and 7.5 minutes of
UV/ozone treatment did not give significant difference in cell attachment (0.34 and
0.44% correspondingly, or 19% and 24% of patterns were occupied), in the following
experiments we applied 2.5 minutes for PS patterning.

6.11 Micropatterning of Single Human Pluripotent Stem Cells
Our previous data with Cytoo chips showed that single hPSCs can be plated on
micropatterns directly from enzymatically treated and resuspended colonies grown under
feeder-free conditions, or from a monolayer culture, which includes single cell passaging
(data not shown). A few recent studies demonstrated that hPSCs can be grown as a
monolayer culture for prolonged period of time without acquiring karyotypic
abnormalities [105, 256]. Monolayer culture also allows the expansion of hPSCs as a
homogeneous population in contrast to cells grown in colonies [105, 256, 257].
Monolayer culture is also more suitable for single cell studies. However, our attempts to
grow hESC and hiPSC for a period of over 10 or 20 passages with single cell passaging
and in the absence of supportive feeder cells resulted in extra chromosomes 12 and 20 in
hESC (H9) and chromosome 12 in hiPSC (BM9) in each cell analyzed (5 metaphases
total) (Figure 6.3 and 6.4). Similarly other reports showed that monolayer culture in
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Figure 6.2: (A) – (D) MEFs and (E), (F) hMSCs on single cell patterns (shown in left
lower corners). F-actin was stained with Rhodamine Phalloidin-TRITC (red), nuclei were
stained with DAPI (blue), additionally, hMSCs were immunostained for vimentin (green,
(E)) and vinculin (green, (F)) (scale bar 25 m).
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mTeSR1 media with single cell passaging resulted in chromosomal instability, and the
addition of ROCK inhibitor after cell dissociation preserved normal hPSC karyotype
[105]. Thus, we reestablished monolayer cell culture from hESCs, and began using
ROCK inhibitor postseeding. After 10 passages under these conditions about 50% of
cells demonstrated normal karyotype, however, in contrast to the Saha et al. study, other
cells revealed various missing and extra chromosomes with aneuploidy of chromosomes
14 and 20 being the most common (8 metaphases analyzed) (Figure 6.4). Thus, cell
culture medium (mTeSR1 versus MEF conditioned medium) or genetic background of
hPSC lines used might affect chromosomal stability. In addition, our results suggest that
the time of ROCK inhibitor treatment (overnight) also may be potentially damaging,
leading to even worse outcomes, and further studies are needed to optimize these single
cell culture conditions. On the other hand, hPSCs from a monolayer culture could be used
for single cell studies at lower passage numbers such as 2-4 [105].
We further studied hPSC attachment and spreading on vitronectin coated single
cell micropatterns. Single hPSC from a monolayer culture (BM9 and H9 lines) or
colonies (HES3 line) were plated on patterns at a density of 250,000-500,000 cells/chip,
allowed to spread and form stress fibers for 2-3 hours and fixed for further
immunostaining and analysis. In a few hours after attachment to micropatterns hPSCs
formed actin fiber assembly and cell membrane protrusions on adhesive surface and
strong stress fibers (acto-myosin contraction) were observed along the non-adhesive cell
edges in the manner reported for other cell types (Figure 6.5) [170, 171, 258]. In addition,
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Figure 6.3: hESCs (H9) in a monolayer culture (P11S – passage 11 as single cells)
express pluripotency markers OCT4 (A) and SOX2 (B), and demonstrate characteristic
cytoskeleton organization (C) and (D) revealed by Rhodamine Phalloidin staining. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI (blue). hESCs acquire a trisomy of chromosomes 12 and 20 if
passaged without ROCK inhibitor (ROCKi) postseeding (E). The addition of ROCK
inhibitor after cell passaging results in cells with normal and abnormal karyotypes (F)
(scale bar 50 m).
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Figure 6.4: hiPSCs (BM9) in a monolayer culture (P19S – passage 19 as single cells)
express pluripotency markers OCT4 (A) and SOX2 (B) and demonstrate trisomy of
chromosome 12 (C), if passaged without ROCK inhibitor postseeding (scale bar 50 m).
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single hPSCs on vitronectin ECM micropatterns expressed pluripotency marker OCT4. In
contrast to hMSC, within 2-3 hours after plating hPSC did not formed vinculin stripes
revealing focal adhesion sites on vitronectin patterns, rather, they formed dot-like shaped
focal complexes (Figure 6.5). However, cell focal adhesions were clearly seen on
micropatterned ECM after overnight culture (Figure 6.5).
To note, cell seeding density on micropatterns needs to be adjusted depending on
cell type and size. Larger sizes of patterns resulted in incomplete and non-specific cell
spreading. High plating density over 300,000 cells/chip gives up to 76% of patterns filled
but can also result in patterns being occupied by multiple cells (data not shown).
Types of micropatterns described in this report are currently applied to investigate
mitotic spindle positioning and cell division in somatic cells [170]. Unfortunately, so far
our attempts to study single hPSCs entering a metaphase stage on patterns or in a
monolayer culture a few hours postseeding were not successful. Synchronization of hPSC
in a monolayer culture [259] gave similar amount of cells (~ 30%) at a metaphase stage
as in routing culture on Day 3-4 after passaging, but no cells at a metaphase stage were
observed after a few hours from cell passaging and spreading, including the day
following passaging (data not shown). Surprisingly, single hPSC attached to patterns in
the presence of ROCK inhibitor and did not undergo apoptosis during overnight culture
while keeping shape and stress fiber formation corresponding to patterns (Figure 6.5).
Further studies are required to define optimal conditions to investigate hPSC division on
single cell patterns.
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Figure 6.5: Single hPSCs on vitronectin patterns with or without addition of ROCK
inhibitor (ROCKi) postseeding. BM9 hiPSCs (A-C, F and I) are shown in blue, H9
hESCs (D, E) and HES3 hESCs (G, H) are shown in red. Corresponding patterns are
shown in left lower corners (“cb” – crossbow). BM9 hiPSCs and H9 hESCs were grown
in a monolayer culture with single-cell passaging and HES3 hESCs before plating on
micropatterns were grown in colonies on Geltrex (to eliminate MEFs) and routinely
passaged as clumps. BM9 hiPSC on pattern “O” (A) is shown on D0, BM9 hiPSCs on
patterns “crossbow” (B, C) and “T” (I) are shown on D1 after plating and BM9 hiPSC on
pattern “H” (F) is shown on D2 (~ 48 hours after plating). For hiPSC on pattern “T” (I),
ROCK inhibitor (ROCKi) was added after cell plating and kept overnight. H9 hESCs on
patterns “O” (D) and pattern “H” (E) are shown on Day1 (~ 24 hours after plating).
ROCK inhibitor was added after cell plating and kept overnight. HES3 hESCs on patterns
“Y” (G) and “T” (H) are shown on D0 (~ 4 hours after plating). (F-actin was stained with
Rhodamine Phalloidin (red), nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue) or with antibodies
specific to OCT4 (green), focal adhesions were immunostained with antibodies specific
to vinculin (green) (scale bar 25 m).
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6.12 Conclusions
In this study we described a convenient and simple method for the design of
micropatterns for single cell studies. Moreover, we particularly developed conditions for
vitronectin binding to chemically modified polystyrene, which makes it possible to
conduct research on hPSC at a single cell level. Designed method can find multiple
applications for cell studies in traditional biology laboratories without the need for
expensive complex equipment.
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